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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Special Education Advisory Panel (SEAP) Annual Report FY 2016-2017

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Summary of SEAP activities July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017.
Information was pulled from meeting minutes.
Attached: SEAP Annual Report FY2016-17 Final

Recommendation to the Board
This item is presented to the Board for information only, and no action is requested.

Contact Information:
Alissa Trollinger, Deputy Associate Superintendent
Mike Mannelly, Associate Superintendent

Special Education Advisory Panel
Annual Report FY 2016 - 2017

The Special Education Advisory Panel (SEAP) duties:
i.

advise the State educational agency of unmet needs within the State in the
education of children with disabilities;

ii. comment publicly on any rules or regulations proposed by the State regarding the
education of children with disabilities;
iii. advise the State educational agency in developing evaluations and reporting on data
to the Secretary under section 618;
iv. advise the State educational agency in developing corrective action plans to address
findings identified in Federal monitoring reports under this part;
v. advise the State educational agency in developing and implementing policies relating
to the coordination of services for children with disabilities; and
vi. review and comment on completed due process hearing findings.
During the 2016-2017 SEAP year, the Panel held five public meetings with a quorum. This
Annual Report briefly summarizes key points from the meetings. Further details about any topic
can be found in the meeting minutes posted at http://www.azed.gov/specialeducation/seap/.

Meeting Summaries
September 20, 2016
•

Maura Yildrum, Director of Rules and Procedures in Certification, provided an overview
of certification changes to Senate Bill 1208: Structured English Immersion (SEI)
Endorsement, Renewal Requirements, Constitutional Requirements and impact on
special education to Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) teacher qualifications.
Overview information was also provided on Individual Language and Learning Plan
(ILLP), ELLP and ESL Engagement.

•

Suzanne Perry, Director of Early Childhood Special Education, Arizona Department of
Education (ADE), Arizona Head Start State Collaboration Office (HSSCO), provided an
overview on Preschool Development Grant (PDG) and Arizona State Autism Project
(AzSAP). The Arizona Department of Education, Early Childhood Education (ECE) unit
has partnered with high-need communities (HNC) to increase the number of children
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who receive high quality early care and education services. Projected slots for 2015-16
were 2,222 of which 1,940 were filled within 21 high-need communities. The opportunity
continues to garner more students and programs that are able to take advantage of the
financial and programmatic opportunities each year. Online resources were provided
regarding PDG, including PowerPoints, manuals and abstracts of the program.
•

Alissa Trollinger, Director of Special Projects, ADE, Exceptional Student Services and
the ESS Secondary Transition provided a presentation overview provided for the
ADE/ESS Statewide Transition Plan which included Indicator 13 Components, Supports
for Schools & Post Schools Success, Supports for Students/Families, Connections with
other Agencies, and data.

•

Irene Hunting, Deputy Associate Superintendent (DAS), Assessment and Rebecca
Bolnick, DAS, Research and Development and the Chief Data Office gave presentations
about AzMERIT and MSAA results for students with disabilities, accessibility guidelines,
and testing and tools available for accommodations.

•

Karol Basel, DAS, ADE/ESS, provided current program overview and initiatives including
changes in the Department, SSIP progress updates, SPP/APR updates and outreach,
training, conferences and secondary transition. Additional updates were provided by
each ESS Unit Director.

•

The panel discussed Emergency Certification requirements and approved a motion to
advise adjustment of HQ requirements for Emergency Certification.

November 16, 2016
•

New SEAP members were welcomed to the panel.

•

John Copenhaver, Director for Technical Assistance for Excellence in Special Education
(TAESE), shared his perspective of the “Ten Emerging National Hot Topics in Special
Education”.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Recruitment and Retention of Qualified Staff
Dyslexia
Mental Health
Accountability at All Levels
Some Current OSEP Priorities
Youth Incarcerated in Juvenile and Adult Facilities – Self Assessment
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

Dispute Resolution – Self Assessment
Differentiated Monitoring
IDEA Re-Authorization
Individualized Education Program (IEP); Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP)
Virtual Education and the IEP
MTSS/RTI
Cradle to College/Career

Shannon Chavez, Director of Compliance and Training, Arizona Department of
Education, Dispute Resolution (ADE/DR), provided Dispute Resolution Data for SY
2015-2016:
Written, Signed Complaints:
103 written signed complaints
61 issued investigation reports
40 had at least 1 finding of noncompliance
42 complaints were withdrawn or dismissed
In 2014-2015 complaints against charter schools were up to 48 percent of the
complaints for which investigation reports were issued. The percentage of complaints
against charter schools dropped back down to 20 percent of the complaints that were
fully completed in the 2015-2016 school year. While, historically, there are more
complaints against districts than charter schools, the early complaints of the 2016-2017
school year had charter school complaints running close to 40 percent of the total.
Mediation –This is an option for dispute resolution. This option is most successful at
helping to maintain a relationship between schools and families.
70 requests
46 mediations were held
19 were held as part of a due process
14 resulted in a mediation agreement
27 were not related to a due process
22 resulted in a mediation agreement
2 mediations still pending on June 30, 2015
22 mediations were withdrawn
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Due Process Complaints –Due process complaints are more often filed by parents than
schools. Due process complaints are filed with ADE and then sent to the Office of
Administrative Hearings (OAH) for a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ).
ADE/DR staff do not have the authority to dismiss due process complaints for any
reason and must forward them to OAH.
68 requests
22 opted to go through the resolution session process
13 were resolved with a resolution agreement
1 went through a fully adjudicated hearing
13 pending as of June 30
54 complaints were withdrawn or dismissed
Expedited Due Process Hearing (specific to discipline)
3 requests
2 expedited resolution meetings
1 went through a fully adjudicated hearing
2 withdrawn or dismissed
There have been a couple of new ALJs added to the list of judges who can hear these
cases. There are now four ALJs who can work on the Due Process complaints.
•

Amy Dill, Facilitated IEP Specialist, ADE/DR, travels around the State of Arizona
teaching school districts about Individualized Education Program (IEP) Facilitation. The
statewide program was introduced in July 2016. In 2014, Arizona committed to build
statewide capacity-building trainings. In July 2016, the data showed that 826 people
from 120 charters and districts across the state participated in these trainings. The data
pulled in July 2017 should look very different as ADE is offering a lot of different training
options. Facilitated IEP trainings teach participants to assist the IEP team in developing
an IEP to provide a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) and to take care of
decision making and conflicts during the meeting. This program is a mind-shift on how to
run an IEP meeting. This process improves relationships between parents and schools.
It also keeps the meeting focused on the student. There is no cost to the school or the
parent. The previous trainings for Facilitated IEP meetings were two days. While districts
appreciated the training, they weren’t able to send a lot of staff. ADE is now offering the
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training in one day where Ms. Dill can go to a school and train more staff at one time.
The trainings are also free to the school.
•

On July 1, 2016, a statewide facilitated IEP system was established. ADE staff cannot
attend an IEP meeting. However, there is now an option through ADE/DR to request a
facilitator for IEP teams experiencing conflict or communication difficulties. This option is
available, through an application process, for both parents of children with disabilities
and public education agencies (PEAs). As of the November SEAP meeting Dispute
Resolution had received 7 parent requests, with 1 withdrawal, and 4 PEA requests, with
1 withdrawal since the program was started on July 1. This number will most likely
increase as more individuals learn about the program. There are currently only three IEP
Facilitators on contract with ADE/DR.

•

Jeff Morton, Director of State Initiatives, and Chris Lane, ED and Approved Private Day
Schools Specialist, ADE/ESS reviewed the steps private day schools need to take in
order to be approved by the State of Arizona. Approval by the ADE isn’t an
endorsement; it’s an approval for the contract between the public school and the private
school. A student goes to a Private Day School when his/her needs are significant
enough that they can’t be serviced by the local education agency (LEA). Mr. Morton
covered the 16 points that a public day school has to meet to be approved by the State
of Arizona.

•

Aanya Rispoli, Secure Care Specialist, and Celeste Nameth, Multi-Tier Behavior Support
Specialist, ADE/ESS shared information regarding Trauma Informed Practices. There
are two categories of ACEs: Abuse or Neglect and Household Neglect. Effects of trauma
on brain development:
o

Early Childhood – Hippocampus is developing: affects learning and memory

o

Adolescence – Prefrontal Cortex is developing: Thoughts and attention

Neurological imaging has shown that the brain can actually shrink in response to trauma
experiences. Physical, mental, and behavioral outcomes of ACEs include: alcoholism or
alcohol abuse, depression and suicide attempts.
How schools can break the cycle:
•

Staff Training
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•
•
•

Self-esteem Support
No Failure Attitude
Alternative Discipline

Current practices addressing trauma include Positive Behavior Interventions and
Support (PBIS), restorative justice, restitution programs, and peer jury/peer mediators.
•

Carol Lippert, Associate Superintendent, High Academic Standards, updated the Panel
on administrative staff changes in ESS. Ms. Lippert is filling in as the Associate
Superintendent over ESS until the new Associate Superintendent begins. ADE is
working on the state’s Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). Ms. Lippert asked the Panel
to look at the draft and take the survey and provide feedback. ADE is looking at
restructuring school report cards. She would like feedback. What kinds of things would
be helpful to have on report card?

•

Letter of recommendation to ADE from SEAP regarding Appropriately Certified Special
Education Teachers was read and submitted.

•

Jeff Morton and Susan Smith, Program Specialist, briefly reviewed the State Systemic
Improvement Plan (SSIP). Phase I of the SSIP is to review data. The change in state
testing showed testing scores decreasing: AIMS scores 33.4% to AZMerit scores 12.1%.
This is typically the nature of instituting a new test. Mr. Morton and his staff reviewed the
original goals set for the FFY 2014 cohort. The goal was revised and set for May 2018.
Feedback was requested. Mr. Morton and Ms. Smith fielded questions from the Panel.
Mr. Morton explained how the state will determine the needs of the school in the SSIP.
ESS needs to look at original infrastructure to move from Phase II to Phase III.

•

Panel elections resulted in Mr. Edward O’Neill continuing as Co-Chair and Ms. Leanne
Murrillo as Vice Chair.

January 24, 2017
•

The Panel welcomed new ADE/ESS Associate Superintendent, Mike Mannelly, and
DAS, Alissa Trollinger. Both greeted the Panel, with Mr. Mannelly stating that the Panel
needs to be a sounding board for how ADE can better provide assistance to students
with disabilities.
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•

Shannon Chavez, Director of Compliance and Training, and Kacey Gregson, Deputy
Director of Legal Services, Dispute Resolution brought more detailed data to the Panel
regarding complaints and findings. Three Due Process hearings were reviewed.

•

Suzanne Perry, Director of Early Childhood Special Education, provided information
about the inclusion task force, inclusion summit, and monitoring activities. First Things
First and Read On Arizona programs were explained. The MAPLIT website was shown
with all of the components.

•

Tracey Sridharan, Director of Professional Learning & Development, ESS, asked the
Panel for high priority areas for PD. The panel responded:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Train staff on how to connect parents to services (in and outside of school)
Trauma informed schools
Create a data base/list serve of PD for teachers
Training in EBP to deliver SDI
PD for general education teachers
Distribute PD, e.g. Legal information to specific staff to reduce burdens
Data collection, system, analysis; group’s focus
Transition planning WIOA
SDI for teacher prep
Assessment and data analysis
Recruitment/Retention cross training
MSAA training
Classroom Management Skills
Effective MTSS systems
Available community services
Train Staff and Community Resources, i.e. Dial-a-Ride
Teachers learn how to teach Disability Awareness, self-advocacy skills

A handout was provided showing recruitment and retention rates in special education.
There is an attrition survey collected annually as a part of the required data submission.
•

Panel members’ reports from the field topics included ESA, Edupoint student
management systems, state RFP, WIOA lack of information, vacancies in special
education positions, open enrollment, differentiated instruction in general education,
AzEDS reporting, timelines followed with homeless students, facilitated IEP for parents,
training in specially designed instruction, community resources, importance of PD for
staff retention, behavioral health staff participating in meetings, lack of nurses for
students, teacher preparation in standards, and transition.
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•

Christy Ellison, DAS, Grants Management, provided information about the ESA
(Empowerment Scholarship Account). History, eligibility, and application were reviewed.

•

Mike Mannelly and Angela Odom, Director of Program Support and Monitoring,
ADE/ESS, presented information regarding the monitoring system. Monitoring in a 6year cycle by year and type was defined. The current system of support, highlights of
feedback from stakeholders, and the balance of compliance and RDA (Results Driven
Accountability) were reviewed. The risk analysis tool for LEAs has been revised with
more outcome related targets phrased in positive language. Graduation and dropout
rates were aligned with the federal definition, MOE was removed, preschool information
was added, and there is closer alignment to the SPP/APR.

•

Election of new co-chair due to Mr. O’Neill moving out of state. Panel elected Mr. Chris
Tiffany.

•

The panel passed a motion to recommend to Early Childhood Special Education that a
representative attend each RCF meeting and report back to the panel with updates.

March 7, 2017
•

Dr. Lauren Zbyszinski, Director, Early Childhood Special Education presented
information on serving young children with disabilities and the K-3 Formative
Assessment Consortium activities.
o
o
o

•

Vision: 4 Key Points
Purpose to examine the validity and reliability of the assessment
Structure

Suzanne Perry, Director and Elizabeth Hamilton presented information on Early
Childhood Special Education Child outcome summary data— Part C
o
o
o
o

•

Teaching Strategies Gold
Drive program improvement: how children are progressing
Indicator 7: Preschool outcomes
Trajectories

Mary Wennersten, Panel member, presented information and resources on Dyslexia.
o

What is dyslexia?
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Why define dyslexia?
Move on When Reading: Some characteristics of dyslexia
What We Know from Research
Dyslexia Defined
Subtypes of Reading Disability
Dyslexia
Dyslexia and Literacy
Key Components of Reading
Elements of Effective Instructional Practice
Research on Intervention Critical Variable
Literacy
Literacy in Schools
 80-85% of students with an identified specific learning disability have a
primary problem with reading and/or language
 10-20%, or 1 out of every 5-10 students, has symptoms of dyslexia

Visit http://www.azed.gov/mowr/dyslexia/ for more information.
•

Cathy Sproul, Director of Federal Initiatives, ADE/ESS, presented information on the
State Performance Plan, Annual Performance Report (SPP/APR).
IDEA states that each state is required to submit annually the SPP/APR, which
evaluates the State’s efforts to implement the requirements represented in the indicators
and describe how the State will improve such implementation.
o
o
o
o
o

•

Organization of the SPP/APR
Section 1: Introduction (narrative)
Section 2: Indicators 1-16: Results vs. Compliance
Section 3: Indicator 17: SSIP
Intra-indicator Layout

Alissa Trollinger, DAS, ADE/ESS, made the following announcements to the Panel:
o
o
o
o

Retirement of Federal Fiscal Funding Director: Connie Hill
Transition of Funding and Grants Management team
Director of Special Projects has been filled by James Rivera
In process of hiring Director of Operations

House Bill (HB)/Senate Bill (SB) 1317: Specially Designed Instruction (SDI) – moved
through the House to the Senate, ADE has remained neutral, the Office of Special
Education Programs (OSEP) has contacted ADE with concerns that the bill violates
IDEA federal regulations. They will review the information packet and provide feedback.
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•

Tracey Sridharan, Director of Professional Learning & Sustainability, ADE/ESS
Capacity building plan: To develop a plan for strategic learning with the goals of helping
students and helping our youth.
o

ESS Strategic Planning: Where are we at? What is currently being offered? What
are the needs? What are the outcomes as a result of the effects?




Environmental Scan
Current Offerings
Trends/Needs: Agencies that could provide helpful resources

Ms. Sridharan and the Panel discussed other agencies/individuals that could provide
services and/or resources.



Trends/Needs
Solidify the Vision

Ms. Sridharan and the Panel discussed Collaboration.

June 20, 2017
•

Debra Sterling, Attorney General’s Office presented on Arizona Open Meeting Law
(OML).
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Policy of the Open Meeting Law
Who Does OML Apply to?
The Presentation is Targeted
Targeted Presentation
Meetings
Agenda
Quorum
Pubic Sessions
Executive Sessions
E-mail/Phone
One Way E-mail Communication
Staff may send e-mails, including one way e-mail communication
Serial Communications
Circumvention
Legal Actions Not Properly Taken
Enforcing the Open Meeting Law
Additional Information
The Arizona Ombudsman-Citizen’s Aid handbook – www.azoca.gov
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o
o

•

The Arizona Agency Handbook – www.azag.gov/outreach/publications.
Related Issues
 Conflict of Interest – A.R.S. §§ 38-501-511
 Public Records – A.R.S. §§ 39-101-221

Access to Grade Level Content
Patricia Reynolds, Assessment Specialist, and Audra Ahumada, DAS,
ADE/Assessment, presented to the Panel and led a discussion about Practices and
Accommodations that enable students with disabilities to show what they know and can
do.
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
•

UDL-ATF Work to Date
SEAP feedback regarding how to address
 Large scale adoption of UDL practices
 Increased use of technology options in providing access to grade level
content
2017 Teacher Survey
 Nearly 1,000 teachers responded
Accessing Grade Level Content
Tools and Strategies
Setting and Time Options
Options for Engagement
Disability-Specific Accommodations
 These accommodations provide access to grade level content for
students with visual and hearing disabilities, those with disabilities
affecting motor functions, and students with disabilities who are also
English language learners
Deeper Access to Grade Level Content
AzMERIT Item Development

ADE State Initiatives: Ms. Trollinger and Ms. Sproul provided information on Indicators
4B, 9, and 10: Terms Defined, Statistics Analyzed, Methodology Pondered.
o

IDEA section 618(d) requires states to collect and examine data to determine if
significant disproportionality—that is, when districts identify, place in more
restrictive settings, or discipline children from any racial or ethnic group at
markedly higher rates than their peers—is occurring in the PEAs.

o

However, IDEA does not define the methodology for “significant
disproportionality.” Instead, it requires states to develop their own standard
methodologies.
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o

SEAP will have input regarding Arizona’s new definition of significant
disproportionality.

o

Indicator 4B: percent of PEAs that have a significant discrepancy by
race/ethnicity of expulsions or out-of-school suspensions greater than 10 days

o

Indicator 9: percent of PEAs with disproportionate representation of racial/ethnic
groups in special education that is the result of inappropriate identification

o

Indicator 10: percent of PEAs with disproportionate representation of racial ethnic
groups in specific disability categories that is the result of inappropriate
identification

•

Mary Wennersten, Panel member, presented “What Every Educator Needs to Know
about Literacy Instruction”
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Goals:
 Investigate what research says about teaching reading
 Identify the elements of effective reading instruction
 Discuss and plan next steps to improve reading instruction
Language Comprehension
Word Recognition
Skilled Reading
Data Based Decisions
Data-based Decisions Contain
Progress Monitoring Questions/Guidance Document
Subtypes of Reading Disability
Phonemic Awareness Continuum
Morphology
Defining Fluency
Understanding the Text
Vocabulary
Essential Components
Comprehension
Questions by Grade Level
Universal Screening Questions
Diagnostic Questions
A Shift in Thinking
 BUT - “What about the interaction of the curriculum, instruction, learners
and learning environment should be altered so that the student will
learn?”
 The shift alters everything else. – Ken Howel

-- End of Annual Report --
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Special Education Advisory Panel: Dismissal of a Member

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Special Education Advisory Panel member Patrice Robinson, who represents Parents
of Children with Disabilities, has accrued three or more absences in one fiscal year.
According to Section 4 of the By-Laws, the requirement for establishing a quorum
means that high absenteeism can be grounds for dismissal from the Panel.
Attached: SEAP Dismissal Letter - AZ State Board of Education Patrice Robinson
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board dismisses Patrice Robinson from the current term on
the Special Education Advisory Panel.

Contact Information:
Alissa Trollinger, Deputy Associate Superintendent
Mike Mannelly, Associate Superintendent

Arizona Department of Education, Exceptional Student Services
1535 West Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
Phone: 602-542-4013

Special Education Advisory Panel
December 18, 2017

Dear Arizona State Board of Education,
The Special Education Advisory Panel is recommending dismissal of Patrice Robinson as a
panel member of Parents of Children with Disabilities due to three or more absences at
meetings. This decision was based on the members of the Executive Committee who reviewed
attendance by-laws for the Special Education Advisory Panel.
The reason for Patrice Robinson dismissal is due to the following:
SECTION 4 of the By-Laws—Absentees—Due to the requirement for establishing a
quorum to conduct Panel business, it is necessary that members strive to be in
attendance. Members who are absent from three meetings during a fiscal year may be
subject to dismissal. The Executive Committee of the Panel will contact members who
are frequently absent to determine their continued commitment and interest.
Recommendations may be made to the Arizona State Board of Education for removal of
a member due to high absenteeism.
Thank you for reviewing this letter of dismissal of Special Education Advisory Panel.
Sincerely,
Leanne Murrillo
Vice Chair of SEAP

Arizona Department of Education, Exceptional Student Services
1535 West Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
Phone: 602-542-4013

Special Education Advisory Panel
December 5, 2017

Dear Patrice,
We are contacting you today to inform you that your membership on the Arizona State Board of
Education Special Education Advisory Panel will be recommended for dismissal on December
15, 2017 due to three or more absences at meetings. This decision is coming from the
members of the Executive Committee who reviewed attendance by-laws for the Special
Education Advisory Panel.
The reason of your dismissal is due to the following:
SECTION 4of the By-Laws—Absentees—Due to the requirement for establishing a
quorum to conduct Panel business, it is necessary that members strive to be in
attendance. Members who are absent from three meetings during a fiscal year may be
subject to dismissal. The Executive Committee of the Panel will contact members who
are frequently absent to determine their continued commitment and interest.
Recommendations may be made to the Arizona State Board of Education for removal of
a member due to high absenteeism.
Should you decide to resign from the Special Education Advisory Panel rather than the formal
dismissal of your membership by the Arizona State Board of Education, please provide written
notification to the current Special Education Advisory Panel Vice Chair and/or to the
Administrative Assistant to the Special Education Advisory Panel.
We do hope that you would humbly accept this decision and for your continued success in
advocating for children of special needs in the State of Arizona. Thank you very much for your
service.

Sincerely,
Leanne Murrillo
Vice Chair of SEAP
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Update on AELAS Development and Implementation

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
At the December 4, 2017, State Board of Education meeting, Boardmember Mak
requested the Department provide a status update on the overall progress and future of
the Arizona Education Learning and Accountability System (AELAS) project. The key
component of this project is to replace the outdated and unsupported Student
Accountability and Information System (SAIS). In its sixth year of development, AELAS
has had significant accomplishments in not only replacing a portion of the data system
but also creating a stable, best-in-class IT organization able to adapt to changes in both
legislation and technology.
SAIS Replacement
The existing student accountability system was on the verge of catastrophic failure. It
was in such disrepair that LEAs were unable to access the system 26 weeks out of the
year, and millions of submissions contained errors that needed correcting by LEAs. In
2011 then-Governor Brewer provided $1,700,000 in State Fiscal Stabilization Funds for
basic system stabilization, and subsequent AELAS funding was used to reverse
engineer the existing system, gather requirements for its replacement and completely
redesign the way student data for state aid payments was collected. Arizona Education
Data Standards (AzEDS) is the replacement for the student data portion of the
educational data system.
ADE partnered with the Ed-Fi Alliance to adopt a
standardized data dictionary and framework to collect, store and manage student-level
data. These changes required 13 student information vendors to reconfigure their
systems. LEAs also needed to change the way they transmitted student-level data to
the state.
In July 2016, AzEDS replaced SAIS as the student data system of record. Whereas
SAIS took weeks to process data, AzEDS offers daily data processing to give LEAs an
estimated student count almost immediately. This allows LEAs to better configure their
budgets and make more informed financial decisions.
The other component of SAIS is the School Finance payment calculations. ADE staff
currently uses 48 separate applications to complete the dozens of state aid payments to
districts and charters. These payment functions are labor intensive and were developed
with 1990’s technology. Worse yet, billions of dollars in state aid payments are
calculated on systems with 1990’s-level security measures. The risk of catastrophic
failure has not been eliminated. The IT team has approached this replacement
incrementally, choosing to tackle smaller, ancillary processes before beginning work on
replacing the main payment functions of APOR (state apportionment for districts) and
Contact Information:
Lisa Blyler, Deputy Associate Superintendent
(Satish Pattisapu, CIO/Associate Superintendent)
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CHAR (charter school payments). These two payment calculations comprise of multiple
applications and hours of manual work.
ADE has yet to receive sufficient funding to begin work developing its replacement;
however in FY18, funds have been programmed to document the system requirements
in order to begin development as funding becomes available. The next phase of the
data system replacement is to completely replace the outdated, unsupportable software
responsible for processing these state aid payments. ADE extended its existing
monitoring and oversight contract with WestEd to assist with documenting the
requirements needed for this system replacement. In the first phase of this project,
WestEd delivered a comprehensive school finance policy review brief that included the
identification and organization of all relevant Arizona school finance statutes in Title 15
as well as related statutes, propositions and adopted regulations. This process identified
any law or regulation that impacts the calculation and amount of money distributed to
local education agencies (LEAs) in Arizona. The organization phase created a series of
process maps that identified how various statutes in Title 15 worked with one another to
generate the funding amounts for LEAs.
This completed review brief is being used to construct a draft set of business rules that
serve as a blueprint for the rules-based system that incorporates into this updated
technology system. Work on this project is occurring in phases, with the first phase
being a comprehensive documentation of all formal and informal business rules
governing the activities of school finance to meet statutory obligations within APOR and
CHAR. The WestEd team will use that documentation to drive a stakeholder review
process as well as to serve as a blueprint for a modeling project. These efforts ensure
ADE is appropriately identifying the elements needed to complete final replacement of
Arizona’s educational data system. Final report delivery is expected in April 2018.
Other program advancements
In 2012, the IT team embarked on a year-long research project surveying educators and
administrators throughout the state. The key findings were to replace SAIS (the existing
student accountability system); reduce data collection and eliminate redundant data
requests; develop actionable dashboards for educators and administrators; and create
teaching and learning tools to impact student performance in the classroom.
Reduce and eliminate redundant data collections
Because ADE fundamentally changed the way student-level data was collected, stored
and managed, it has allowed the Department to begin to change the way data is used
for reporting as well. Other existing state and federally-mandated reports can use the
new centralized data storage infrastructure (Organizational Data Store or ODS). As
more and more program area reports are modernized, the separate data collection
requests can be eliminated.
Actionable dashboards for educators and administrators
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In 2013, ADE was awarded a federal grant to pilot interactive reports that provided
teachers opportunities to see, at a glance, how students are performing on standardized
tests, their attendance and other demographic information. Administrators had the
ability to compare the performance of schools within a district to each other as well as to
the state averages. The pilot was well received, and in FY15 ADE was provided AELAS
funding to enable access to all districts and charters in Arizona. Branded as AZDash,
these dashboards have met the requirement to provide a longitudinal data system as
described in ARS 15-249.
AZDash is currently being maintained, but LEA interest has waned over the years.
AELAS funds have not been approved to create updates to the existing dashboards,
making them less impactful over time. That said, important advancements to AELAS
came from this project. The development of a secure one-click access to ADE’s data
applications was initially funded and designed as part of the initial federal grant.
Additionally, this project allowed ADE to create links between students, teachers and
courses that have practical applications across program areas.
Create teaching and learning tools to impact student performance in the classroom
While the AELAS Business Case found this was an area of interest for educators, there
has been little support to include this as part of the AELAS project. The focus of the
legislature has been to first complete SAIS replacement, but the funding has not kept
pace with the ability to develop its replacement.
Also of note was the inclusion of the State Student Information System (SSIS) program.
ADE began the SSIS program in 2014 with the primary goals of reducing costs and
increasing value for school districts and charter schools by providing a comprehensive
SIS and streamlined data reporting functions. LEAs could opt-in to the SSIS program to
achieve significant economies of scale, making the solution affordable to LEAs of all
sizes. The conclusion to the SSIS program will be complete this fiscal year because the
primary goals have been successfully achieved. Edupoint Educational Services, ADE’s
vendor partner, will migrate existing SSIS customers to direct support while maintaining
the services and prices outlined in the contract with the state.
FY19 Funding Request
In its FY19 budget submission, ADE is requesting $10.3 million which is essential to
continue development and corresponding maintenance and operations of AELAS.
AELAS hosts the data, reporting and information for an exhaustive list of diverse
programs and services offered, including Special Education, Career and Technical
Education, Health and Nutrition, Assessment, Accountability, School Finance and many
more. The AELAS system acts as an auditable technology data system to satisfy state
and federal reporting requirements.
Development
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In FY18, $2 million of the total $7.3 million AELAS appropriation was designated for the
continued development of system components. This year, the Department is requesting
a total of $5 million for ongoing development. This total would include a continuance of
the $2 million investment made last year and an additional $3 million to allow
development on APOR and CHAR and the final integration of AzEDS. Since the
Department is remarkably close to finishing this vital work for the Arizona education
community, the requested development funds are instrumental in completing all of the
innovative work in AELAS that will bring forth real transformational change in education,
as well as a return on its investment for the state.
AELAS Development
Project
AzEDS

Amount

Description

$1,700,000

School Finance

$2,200,000

Cloud First
Strategy/Storage
Total

$1,100,000

Finalize database structure to allow
existing web-based services to connect
to AELAS and create reporting tools that
eliminate redundant data collections.
Begin development work needed to
replace manual tools currently used for
APOR, CHAR and Annual Budget
calculations.
Complete work needed to meet state
data security initiatives

$5,000,000

Maintenance and Operations
$5.3 million is requested annually, in the baseline, to be used for maintenance and
operations of the many active programs and functions within AELAS (chart below).
Although it is often neglected, an operational budget ensures that technology
investments, like those made in AELAS, continue to run smoothly and remain
technologically up-to-date. Improper maintenance of an IT system of this size and
complexity could ultimately cost tens of millions of dollars in the future if a full-system
overhaul must be conducted. With a sustainable maintenance and operations budget,
the AELAS lifespan will be extended and the Department will be able to meet the data
needs of the state for years to come. Additionally, the maintenance and operations
funds ensure the state’s investment continues to yield savings and efficiencies only
available because of the commitment to sound business technology.
Maintenance/Operations
Activity
Hardware/Software needs
AzEDS Support
Program Support Office
AZDash

Amount
$1,275,000
$ 775,000
$ 750,000
$ 150,000
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AELAS Network Operations
ADE Connect
ADE Support Center
AELAS Strategic Oversight
School Finance Support
Data and State Aid Payments
Support
ADE Federal Reporting
Application
Database Migrations
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

730,000
400,000
325,000
115,000
200,000
125,167

$ 100,000
$ 383,000
$5,328,167

Ongoing concerns
In the early years of AELAS development, there was no need for maintenance and
operations funds because at the time there were no new functioning systems. As new
systems are now available, the Department has included requests for maintenance to
ensure newly developed tools remain available and functioning for schools and
educators. The request for an operations budget, in the baseline, protects the state’s
investment in this world-class IT system. Maintenance on everyday technologies works
the same way for a massive system like AELAS. Investing in maintenance will increase
the system’s lifespan and will save the state money at all levels. This money saved will,
in turn, allow the Legislature and schools to fund other important education needs.
As noted in the quarterly WestEd monitoring report issued October 2017, the nonrecurring funding of the project threatens its future sustainability. They noted that
AELAS appears to be falling into the same pattern as its predecessor, SAIS. SAIS
funding was reduced over time such that the system was kept as-is, rather than
continuously upgraded and enhanced to keep it current and reliable, making SAIS the
obsolete, unsupported system it is now. This approach makes support costs rise.
Summary
The AELAS initiatives that have already been completed, and the additional
development projects the Department has requested, are all proposals that have been
either requested or thoroughly vetted by the education community. The AELAS system
is important to fulfil the multitude of mandated local, state and federal reporting
requirements for all areas of education, such as special education, free and reduced
lunch, academic achievement, school report cards and many more.
When the Legislature appropriates funds for AELAS, any expenditure requires strict and
careful oversight and approval from a diverse group of state-level decision makers,
including the State Board of Education. The AELAS funding approval process is
extensive, passing through five statutory boards and committees and undergoing
quarterly monitoring and review of activities by WestEd/CELT. The ability to even begin
a project is thoroughly evaluated at the state level, and oftentimes can take several
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months for final approval. This extensive approval process helps ensure accountability
of taxpayer dollars for AELAS projects.

Arizona’s Education
Transformation
Presented to:
State Board of Education
February 26, 2018
Satish K Pattisapu
Chief Information Officer

2012 AELAS Business Case
• Year-long research project surveying educators
and administrators throughout state
1. Replace SAIS
2. Reduce data collections and redundancy
3. Develop actionable dashboards for educators and
administrators
4. Create teaching and learning tools available by state

SAIS replacement
• Catastrophic failure inevitable on out-of-support
technology
–
–
–
–

$1,700,000 for basic system stabilization
$1,500,000 to complete reverse engineering
$ 650,000 for Enterprise-level architecture
$ 500,000 for functional user requirements

• Stabilization efforts led to high-level design of 2
components of SAIS replacement
– Student (AzEDS)
– School Finance (APOR, CHAR, IIF, CSF, Data Push)

AzEDS development
• Ed-Fi Alliance framework for data transmission and
storage
– ADE has customized to meet Arizona needs but is still a
sharable standard across states

• 13 student information system vendors had to
reconfigure their systems to meet new standards

– Estimated a 6-12 month process but took 18 months to
execute

• Required changes in way LEAs collect and transmit
student-level data

School Finance refactoring
• Smaller payment streams have been automated

– Automated and decommissioned 29 of 48 manual calculations
– Processing times reduced from days to minutes

• Incremental approach to allow perfect and test technology
before impacting major systems
• Funding commitment needed to begin work on remaining large
payment streams
– Focus on stand alone projects to ensure system continuity

• $4,500,000,000 in state aid payments processed on 1990s
technology
– Remains a significant risk for catastrophic failure with no support

AZDash development and
implementation
• Longitudinal data system required by AELAS legislation
• Leveraged federal grants to create connection to existing
data warehouse and user-friendly visual reports
– 11 pilot LEAs developed reports and visualizations

• Federated single-sign on security system
• Funding provided in FY 2015 to deploy statewide
• No new funding to incorporate new reports or user
enhancements

Ongoing maintenance and operation
• Never accounted for in AELAS Business Case
• ADE has no baseline technology funding like other
state agencies
• Systems that process millions of daily
transactions with no technical support identified

Differences between AELAS Business
Case and implementation
• System maintenance was not accounted for
– Yearly deferring that created SAIS’ problems

• Overestimated ability of LEAs to take on new
systems/processes

– Changes have been rolled out more slowly than estimated

• Software vendors unable to keep pace with ADE’s timelines

– ADE and LEAs had to maintain 2 systems during AzEDS transition

• Teaching and learning tools were not supported by Legislature
– Limited time and resources have been dedicated to the top need
identified

AELAS funding history
Original Spending Plan for AELAS: Approved Funding
FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

FY 2020

Total

$2,000,000

$2,200,000

$2,000,000

$3,120,000

$1,500,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$12,520,000

AzEDS

Budget

$1,700,000

ADEConnect

Budget

$800,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$0

$450,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$1,750,000

AZDash

Budget

$0

$1,500,000

$1,900,000

$0

$0

$750,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$4,150,000

SSIS

Budget

$0

$450,000

$800,000

$1,400,000

$180,000

$0

XXXXX

XXXXX

$2,830,000

LMS

Budget

$0

$0

$450,000

$0

$0

$0

XXXXX

XXXXX

$450,000

School Finance

Budget

$0

$800,000

$1,500,000

$1,700,000

$740,000

$500,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$5,240,000

Other

Budget

$2,200,000

$1,750,000

$2,950,000

$750,000

$700,000

$500,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$8,850,000

Maintenance/Support

Budget

$300,000

$0

$2,200,000

$1,150,000

$2,560,000

$3,600,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$9,810,000

Total

$6,200,000

$5,000,000

$7,000,000

$12,000,000

$7,000,000

$7,300,000

$7,300,000

$0

$0

$45,600,000

Actual spending/current projection to complete AELAS (assuming full funding in FY19 and beyond):
Projected/Actuals

Actuals

Actuals

Actuals

Actuals

Actuals

Actuals

Projected

Projected

Projected

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

FY 2020

Total

$2,265,633

$710,551

$1,111,793

$2,316,307

$2,289,438

$3,120,000

$1,500,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$13,313,722

ADEConnect

$557,447

$1,282,133

$672,728

$291,705

$274,492

$450,000

$0

$0

$3,528,505

AZDash

$333,235

$12,412

$1,376,486

$1,884,614

$246,153

$750,000

$0

$0

$4,602,900

SSIS

$0

$49,964

$179,746

$808,782

$190,311

$0

$0

$0

$2,171,389

LMS

$0

$267,499

$522,043

$611,982

$78,621

$0

$0

$0

$1,480,145

School Finance

$0

$577,632

$771,427

$1,222,344

$1,717,821

$740,000

$500,000

XXXXX

XXXXX

$5,529,224

AzEDS

$942,586

Other

$662,231

$2,082,664

$1,249,001

$2,650,473

$847,051

$559,294

$500,000

$750,000

$750,000

$10,050,714

Maintenance/Support

$301,554

$1,771,965

$1,032,051

$1,940,079

$3,247,600

$2,039,355

$3,600,000

$5,100,000

$5,100,000

$24,132,604

Total

$4,120,100

$6,754,820

$6,915,275

$11,726,286

$9,123,117

$7,169,605

$7,300,000

$5,850,000

$5,850,000

$64,809,203

AELAS completion challenges
• System design created technology interdependencies that
funding has not kept pace with
• Introduction of Current Year Funding payment process without
funding or work plan
• Incomplete funding pushes back work year over year
• Lack of maintenance funding takes away ability to continue
development at same pace/level
– Further adds to timeline delays

• Dashboards become obsolete as educators become more data
savvy

Thank You
Contact
Satish K Pattisapu
Chief Information Officer
(602) 542-1562
Satish.Pattisapu@AZED.gov
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Issue: Presentation, discussion and possible action to approve additional degrees be
added to the degree matrix to meet the Subject Matter Expert certificate degree
requirement and subject knowledge exam waiver.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Senate Bill 1042, which became law on August 9, 2017, created a Subject Matter Expert
Certificate. The new law provides issuance of the certificate to persons who have
expertise in a content area or subject matter. An applicant may qualify for the certificate
with a baccalaureate degree, a master’s degree, or a doctoral degree in a specific
subject area that is directly relevant to a content area or subject matter taught in public
schools.
Senate Bill 1042 also allows applicants applying for a standard certificate or any other
certificate adopted by the State Board of Education to demonstrate subject knowledge
proficiency instead of taking the subject knowledge test by having a baccalaureate
degree, a master’s degree, or a doctoral degree in a subject area that is relevant to a
content area or subject matter taught in public schools.
The Arizona Department of Education (ADE) worked with ADE content experts to
develop a matrix that identifies which baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral degrees are
directly relevant or relevant to a content area or subject matter taught in public schools.
In some cases, it is recommended the applicant have 24 semester hours of coursework
for the degree to qualify for the Subject Matter Expert certificate or subject knowledge
exam waiver.
The matrix was developed for math, English language arts, science, social studies,
physical education, and arts. Since the State Board of Education’s approval of the
foundational matrix, applicants have submitted degrees not listed on the matrix. Using
the process described above, the ADE has identified additional degrees that are directly
relevant or relevant to a content area or subject matter taught in public schools.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board approve the following degrees be added to the matrix
to meet the Subject Matter Expert certificate degree requirement and subject knowledge
exam waiver.

Contact Information:
Keith Snyder, Deputy Associate Superintendent of Educator Excellence
Kelly Koenig, Associate Superintendent of Student Achievement and Educator Excellence Division

Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree

Subject Matter Expert (SME) certificate: May qualify with a Bachelors, Masters, or Doctoral degree in a “specific subject area that is directly relevant to a content area
or subject matter taught in public schools”.
Subject Knowledge (SK) exam may be waived if the applicant has “a Baccalaureate degree, a Master’s degree, or a Doctoral degree that is relevant to a content area or
subject matter taught in public schools.

Degree Major
Science, Technology and Society

Approved for
SME?
No

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
Yes

Criminal Justice

No

No

Yes

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
Yes

Social Studies

History
Degree Major
Military History

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Approved for
SME?
No

Rationale/Comments
Too specialized. No evidence of geography, civics, government,
history, and economics content.
Too specialized. No evidence of geography, history, or economics.
Degree may cover small portion of civics/government content.

Rationale/Comments
Too specialized, needs other history courses.
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Political Science /
American
Government

Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree

Degree Major
Government and International Studies

Approved for
SME?
Yes

Approved for
SK Waiver?
Yes

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
N/A

Criminal Justice

Yes

Yes

N/A

Juris Doctorate

Yes

Yes

N/A

Degree Major

Accounting

Approved for
SME?
Yes

Approved for
SK Waiver?
Yes

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
N/A

Advertising

Yes

Yes

N/A

Business Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

E-Commerce

Yes

Yes

N/A

Entrepreneurship

Yes

Yes

N/A

Business

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Rationale/Comments

Rationale/Comments
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Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree

Degree Major

Finance

Approved for
SME?
Yes

Approved for
SK Waiver?
Yes

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
N/A

General Business Administration

Yes

Yes

N/A

Healthcare Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Hospitality Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Human Resources

Yes

Yes

N/A

International Business

Yes

Yes

N/A

International Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Internet Marketing / e-Marketing

Yes

Yes

N/A

Marketing

Yes

Yes

N/A

Operations Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Organizational Leadership

Yes

Yes

N/A

Project Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Public Administration

Yes

Yes

N/A

Business

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Rationale/Comments
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Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree

Degree Major

Public Relations

Approved for
SME?
Yes

Approved for
SK Waiver?
Yes

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
N/A

Sales

Yes

Yes

N/A

Statistics

Yes

Yes

N/A

Supply Chain Management

Yes

Yes

N/A

Business

Degree Major
Physics

Approved for
SME?
No

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
Yes

Environmental Science

Yes

Yes

N/A

Approved for
SK Waiver?

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?

General Science

Biology
Degree Major

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Approved for
SME?

Rationale/Comments

Rationale/Comments
Physics degrees do not require chemistry, life sciences, or
earth/space sciences, which are all required knowledge on the
General Science assessment. Applicant would need 24 credit
hours that include courses in all 4 areas: earth/space science + life
science + chemistry + physics.
This degree typically requires coursework in life science,
chemistry, physics, and earth/space science.

Rationale/Comments
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Biology
Degree Major
Interdisciplinary Studies - Applied
Biological Sciences / Applied Psychology

Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree
Approved for
SME?
No

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
No

Degree Major
Global Public Health

Approved for
SME?
No

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
Yes

Health Promotion

Yes

Yes

N/A

Public Health

No

No

Yes

Health

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Rationale/Comments
Requirements for this degree are too variable and do not
mandate sufficient biology coursework or supporting
chemistry/physics coursework required for biology degrees.

Rationale/Comments
This is a public health degree which is very broad in scope of
coursework and may not include core content in areas of
individual-level health education, health behavior, change in
school environments and general school health
knowledge. Degree may be lacking nutrition education, fitness
and kinesiology, and knowledge of adolescent healthy living
strategies and practices coursework.

This is a public health degree which is very broad in scope of
coursework and may not include core content in areas of
individual-level health education, health behavior, change in
school environments and general school health
knowledge. Degree may be lacking nutrition education, fitness
and kinesiology, and knowledge of adolescent healthy living
strategies and practices coursework.
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Content Areas SME/SK Exam Waiver by Degree

Degree Major
Business Administration

Approved for
SME?
No

Approved for
SK Waiver?
No

Approved
degree with
specified
coursework
(i.e. 24 cr hrs)?
Yes

Economics

No

No

Yes

Mathematics

ADE Certification Unit
1/24/2018

Rationale/Comments
This degree, depending on the minor, does not have a strong
emphasis in mathematics. If the minor, hence the coursework
requirement, was in mathematics, it would then meet the content
knowledge requirements.
This degree, depending on the minor, does not have a strong
emphasis in mathematics. If the minor, hence the coursework
requirement, was in mathematics, it would then meet the content
knowledge requirements.
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Approval for the attached Small School Districts to receive the indicated
2018 state aid and budget capacity due to the Capital Transportation
Adjustment for Small School Districts pursuant to 15-963

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
In accordance with A.R.S. 15-963 school district may apply to the state board of
education for a capital transportation adjustment for the purchase of a transportation
vehicle if the district meets all of the following requirements:
1. Has a student count of fewer than six hundred in kindergarten programs and grades
one through twelve.
2. Transports as eligible students at least one third of the total student count of the
school district.
3. Has an approved daily route mileage per eligible student transported of more than
1.0, computed as prescribed in section 15 945, subsection A, paragraph 4.

Once approved, district is authorized to increase their District Additional Assistance by
this SBE approved dollar amount. School finance has verified that the districts included
in the attached have applied for this Transportation adjustment, the dollar amounts are
calculated based on allocation formulas previously approved by the SBE, and do not
exceed 20% of the total amount which a county may budget for that fiscal year in all
small district service program funds as provided in section 15-365, subsection F.

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board approve the attached adjustments for the Capital
Transportation adjustment pursuant to A.R.S. 15-963. School Finance Unit staff has
reviewed all requests and has verified that this multiple District request does meet state
requirements.

Contact Information:
Lyle Friesen, Deputy Associate Superintendent of School Finance
Shari Zara, Deputy Superintendent of Operations

The Small School Transportation (SST) formula is as follows:
SST Award = (0.2 * County Total Small School Payment) * (0.5 * ((LEA TAD/County Total TAD) + (0.5 * (LEA TES/County Total TES))
Example:
County

Entity ID

CTDS

District

SST Requested

SST Need

Maricopa

4251

07375000

Morristown
Elem Dist

$100,000

4275

070449000

Palo Verde
Elem Dist

$30,000

72
passenger
bus
84-90
passenger
bus

County Small
School Pmt
$109,656.75

Allowable 20%

TAD

TES

$21,931.35

344

$109,656.75

$21,931.35

Palo Verde = (0.2 * 109,656.75) * (0.5 * (344/727) + (0.5 * (83/373))) = $7,628.79
LEA TAD= Local Education Agency Total Average Daily Miles
LEA TES= Local Education Agency Total Eligible Students

Award

83

% of
County
34.78%

383

290

65.22%

$14,302.56

727

373

$7,628.79

$21,931.35

The County Small School Payment is calculated Pursuant to:
ARS §15-365(E), a county school superintendent may establish special small district service programs designed to meet the special needs of a school
district with a total student count of few than 600 for administrative assistance and specialized services.
1. A county with 7 or more school districts with a student count of fewer than 600, the small district service program may serve 1 or more counties.
2. A county with fewer than 7 school districts with a student count of fewer than 600, the small district service program shall serve 2 or more
counties as determined by the superintendent of public instruction.
3. If the program was established before 1987-88, the program may continue to operate as a single county program if it contains fewer than 7 but
more than 4 school districts with a student count of fewer than 600.
4. If a school district exceeds the maximum student count, but participated in the program in the prior year, they may continue to participate for
the current year and one additional year. The small district service program fund for each program shall consist of a base amount plus a per district
amount for each school district in the county or counties served which has a student count of fewer than 600 or is eligible based on paragraph 4 of
this section. The county school superintendent must submit claims for payments to the state superintendent of public instruction. For a program
that serves 2 or more counties a county of jurisdiction shall be selected by the superintendent of public instruction and payment shall be made to
the county of jurisdiction. See instructions for more information.

Entity
ID
CTDS
4160 010306000

District
Concho Elementary District

Small School
Transportation Need
10 passenger transit van

Sm. School Transp.
Amt Requested
$33,301.35

County Sm. School
Pmt Total
$60,920.42

Cochise

4172
4181
4186
4190
4188

020218000
020355000
020422000
020522000
20364000

San Simon Unified District
McNeal Elementary District
Pearce Elementary District
Valley Union High School District
Pomerene Elelementary School District

60 passenger bus
bus
2013 Thomas bus
2017 bluebird passenger bus
Mini van

$85,000.00
$125,645.74
$25,000.00
$170,000.00
$25,000.00

$136,918.10
$136,918.10
$136,918.10
$136,918.10
$136,918.10

$27,383.62
$27,383.62
$27,383.62
$27,383.62
$27,383.62

Coconino

4199

030310000

Maine Consolidated School District

bus

$90,000.00

$69,065.41

Maricopa

4251
4275

070375000
070449000

Morristown Elementary District
Palo Verde Elementary District

72 passenger bus
84-90 passenger bus

$100,000.00
$30,000.00

Mohave

4374

080209000

Littlefield Unified District

pay off bus

Pinal

4435
4444
4440
4452

110100000
110302000
110215000
110433000

Mary C O'Brien Accommodation District
Oracle Elementary District
Superior Unified School District
Picacho Elementary District

air conditioned 84 passenger bus
bus
small bus or large van
12-15 passenger van

Santa Cruz 4461

120425000

Sonoita Elementary District

14 passenger activity bus

Yavapai

130231000
130243000
130323000

Ash Fork Joint Unified District
Mayer Unified School District
Kirkland Elementary District

vans
5th payment on a purchase
bus

County
Apache

4471
4473
4480

Allowable
Total Ave
20%
Daily Miles
$12,184.08
1932

Total Ave
Transp. Students
253

% of
County
100.00%

FY 2018
Award
$12,184.08
$12,184.08

322
230
136
362
84

93
51
55
46
49

30.01%
18.81%
15.35%
23.78%
12.04%

$8,218.88
$5,152.11
$4,203.44
$6,513.01
$3,296.18
$27,383.62

$13,813.08

377

110

100.00%

$13,813.08
$13,813.08

$109,656.75
$109,656.75

$21,931.35
$21,931.35

344
383

83
290

34.78%
65.22%

$7,628.79
$14,302.56
$21,931.35

$79,945.31

$104,204.48

$20,840.90

368

271

100.00%

$20,840.90
$20,840.90

$100,000.00
$136,000.00
$60,000.00
$35,000.00

$109,656.75
$109,656.75
$109,656.75
$109,656.75

$21,931.35
$21,931.35
$21,931.35
$21,931.35

845
1001
153
199

218
345
126
186

31.68%
42.48%
10.68%
15.16%

$6,947.67
$9,317.53
$2,342.36
$3,323.79
$21,931.35

$65,000.00

$48,736.33

$9,747.27

331

47

100.00%

$9,747.27
$9,747.27

$150,000.00
$25,792.87
$27,000.00

$142,370.37
$142,370.37
$142,370.37

$28,474.07
$28,474.07
$28,474.07

357
728
224

140
335
51

26.94%
59.65%
13.40%

$7,672.15
$16,985.24
$3,816.68
$28,474.07

$781,528.61

$156,305.72

$156,305.72
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SEI Course Approval

Action/Discussion Item
Background and Discussion

Information Item

STRUCTURED ENGLISH IMMERSION (SEI) TRAINING TO COMPLETE THE FULL AND
PROVISIONAL SEI ENDORSEMENT

A.R.S.§15-756.09 requires the Board to determine the qualifications necessary for a
provisional and full structured English immersion endorsement. The statue permits the
Board to approve various entities which have met specified criteria to provide the
training required for the endorsements. In 2005, 2007, and 2017 the Board adopted
curricular frameworks for SEI trainings.
Arizona State Board Rule R7-2-615(L) states that a Provisional or full Structured
English Immersion (SEI) endorsement, or an English as a Second Language or
Bilingual endorsement, shall be required of a teacher who is instructing students in a
sheltered English immersion or structured English immersion model.
The Office of English Language Acquisition Services (OELAS) is responsible for
ensuring that a Local Education Agency (LEA), institution of higher education, or
independent consultant requesting approval to deliver the required training has met the
Board approved SEI curricular Framework.
OELAS has verified that the training proposed by Dysart Unified School District and
Shauna Graham have met the Board approved SEI Curricular Frameworks, and
recommends program approval.

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board approve the following training programs:

45-hour Completion Course
•

Local Education Agencies
o Dysart Unified School District

•

Individual Trainers
o Shauna Graham

Contact Information:
Kate Wright, Deputy Associate Superintendent, Office of English Language Acquisition Services
Carol Lippert, Associate Superintendent, High Academic Standards for Students
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Issue: Consideration to approve the participation of Alhambra Elementary School
District in the accounting responsibility program, pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-914.01
Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Per ARS § 15-914.01, school districts may apply to the State Board of Education to
assume accounting responsibility. Accounting responsibility means authority for a
school district to operate with full independence from the county school superintendent
with respect to revenues and expenditures, including allocating revenues, monitoring
vouchers, authorizing and issuing warrants and maintaining and verifying staff records
for certification and payroll purposes.
A school district applying to the State Board of Education to assume accounting
responsibility shall develop and file with the Arizona Department of Education an
accounting responsibility plan. Alhambra Elementary School District has done so.
Prior to January 1, of the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year of implementation and
before submitting an application to assume accounting responsibility a school district
shall apply for evaluation by the Office of the Auditor General. On completion of the
evaluation, the Auditor General may recommend approval or denial of accounting
responsibility to the State Board of Education. The Auditor General recommended
approval of the school district to participate in the program.
School districts that are approved by the State Board of Education to assume
accounting responsibility shall contract with an independent certified public accountant
for an annual financial and compliance audit. The Auditor General may reevaluate the
school district annually based on the audit to determine compliance with the Uniform
System of Financial Records (USFR).
To assume accounting responsibility, a school district shall notify the County Treasurer
and the County School Superintendent of its intention before March 1 of the fiscal year
preceding the fiscal year of implementation. The Alhambra Unified School District
has done so.
Recommendation to the Board
Approve Alhambra Elementary School District to assume accounting responsibility for
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2018.

Contact Information:
Shari Zara, Deputy Superintendent, Arizona Department of Education

State of Arizona
Department of Education

February 3, 2018
Dear Superintendent Douglas:
The Alhambra Elementary School District has requested the State Board of Education approve the district’s
application to assume accounting responsibility as permitted by ARS 15-914.01. This statute requires review by
both the Auditor General of Arizona and the Department of Education, as well as approval by the State Board of
Education.
The statute requires that the school district making the application must “develop and file with the department
of education an accounting responsibility plan and document in the plan:
1. Administrative and internal accounting controls designed to achieve compliance with the uniform
system of financial records and the objectives of this section, including:
(a) Procedures for approving, preparing and signing vouchers and warrants.
(b) Procedures to ensure verification of administrators' and teachers' certification records with
the department of education for all classroom and administrative personnel required to hold a
certificate by the state board of education pursuant to section 15-203 before issuing warrants for
their services.
(c) Procedures to account for all revenues, including allocation of certain revenues to funds.
(d) Procedures for reconciling the accounting records monthly to the county treasurer.
2. A compilation of resources required to implement accounting responsibility, including, at a minimum,
personnel, training and equipment, and a comprehensive analysis of the budgetary implications of accounting
responsibility for the school district and the county treasurer.”
The Department of Education reviewed Alhambra Elementary School District Plan of Accounting
Responsibility and also contacted the Maricopa County Superintendent’s office to seek their input. The
Alhambra Elementary School District of Accounting Responsibility does seem to be in compliance with the
Uniform System of Financial Records for Arizona School Districts (USFR) and the Maricopa County
Superintendent’s office acknowledged they do not have any concerns with the current staff of Alhambra
Elementary School District to assume accounting responsibility as permitted by ARS 15-914.01.
Sincerely,

Shari Zara
Deputy Superintendent

Diane M. Douglas, Superintendent of Public Instruction
1535 West Jefferson Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85007 • (602) 542-5460 • www.azed.gov
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Issue: Consideration to accept the monies designated as a sub-contractor for the
federally funded National Technical Assistance Center – TIES (duration of five
year grant).
Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion:
On October 1, 2017, the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education
Programs (OSEP) awarded the competitive National Technical Assistance Center Grant
(CFDA # 84.326Y) to University of Minnesota - National Center of Educational Outcomes
(NCEO) for the TIES Center: Increasing Time, Instructional Effectiveness, Engagement,
and State Support for Inclusive Practices for Students with Significant Cognitive Disabilities.
In its proposal, NCEO identified Arizona as a sub-contractor to support the work to enhance
the National Center and State Collaborative (NCSC) online instructional supports and
resources for students with significant cognitive disabilities.
Purpose:
Arizona’s subcontract will include support of the enhancement to the web-based NCSC
supports and resources which is currently maintained by Arizona as the fiscal agent for the
Multi-State Alternate Assessment (MSAA). These NCSC supports and resources are free
and available for public use. 10% of an FTE has been designated to support this work.
The goals and outcomes of the TIES Center grant are to develop a sustainable for model
of inclusive practices for students with significant cognitive disabilities. The TIES Center
will provide technical assistance to selected SEAs that are working with schools. The
enhancement to the web-based supports and resources are currently utilized by states and
will become a major part of a holistic model of inclusive practices.
Contract Amount:
The sub-contract award for Arizona is $12,548 for five years
Source of Funds:
Federal Grant (CFDA # 84.326Y) through the University of Minnesota
Responsible Unit at Department of Education:
Assessment Section, Alternate Assessment
Program Section Director: Bethany Zimmerman
Deputy Associate Superintendent: Audra Ahumada
Dates of Subgrant Project Year:
Year 1: October 1, 2017 – September 30, 2018
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board approve to accept the monies designated for the TIES
Center grant to Arizona as a sub-contractor.
Contact Information:
Audra Ahumada, Deputy Associate Superintendent, Assessment Unit
Kelly Koenig, Associate Superintendent of Student Achievement and Educator Excellence Division
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Approval of appointments to the WestEd Board of Directors

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
The Arizona State Board of Education is a signatory of the WestEd Board of Directors
and has the authority within the WestEd bi-laws to appointment members to the board.
Members that the State Board of Education appoints:
1- Director “who is an Arizona local school administrator, who shall represent local
school educators of Arizona”
1- Director “representing Arizona school districts”
1- Director “who is a local school district board member, who shall represent local
school district constituents of Arizona”
1- Director “who is a lay member of the Arizona State Board of Education, who shall
represent the citizens of Arizona”

Candidate

Position
Arizona local school administrator

Term
Begins
5/31/2018

Term
Expires
5/31/2021

Beverly Hurley

Arizona school districts

5/31/2018

5/31/2021

Arizona school district board
member
Lay Member of the Arizona State
Board of Education

2/26/2018

5/31/2021

2/26/2018

5/31/2021

(reappointment)

Wade McLean
(reappointment)

Linda Lyon
Luke Narducci

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board appoint the listed candidates to the WestEd Board of
Directors

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Approval of appointments to the Certification Advisory Committee

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
On April 24, 2006, the Board approved the creation of the Certification Advisory
Committee (CAC) under Board rule R7-2-401. The CAC is charged with making
recommendations to the Board regarding the certification of education professionals.
The Review Committee consists of the following members:
• One elementary teacher;
• One secondary teacher;
• One special education teacher;
• One career and technical education teacher;
• One principal;
• One superintendent;
• One human resources director;
• One local governing board member;
• One county schools superintendent;
• One charter school representative;
• Two representatives from higher education; and
• One public member who is not certified.
It is recommended the Board reappoint the following members:
Candidate

Position
Charter School Representative

Term
Begins
2/27/2018

Term
Expires
2/23/2022

Betsy Fera

County School Superintendent
Principal

2/27/2018
2/27/2018

12/31/2022
12/31/2022

(reappointment)

Risha VanderWey
Frank Hendricsen

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board appoint the listed candidates to the Certification
Advisory Committee.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Approval of appointments to the School Safety Program Oversight
Committee

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
At the October 23, 2017 meeting, the Board established the School Safety Program
Oversight Committee (Oversight Committee) to provide the programmatic and fiduciary
oversight to the School Safety Program.
The Oversight Committee is composed of the following six members:
• Two public school administrators with law-related education or school safety
responsibilities;
• One School Resource Officer (SRO) or Juvenile Probation Officer (JPO);
• One parent of public school child;
• One public school teacher; and
• One State Board of Education Member.
On January 29, 2018, the Board appointed members to the Oversight Committee. The
positions described below remain unfilled.
Below is the staff recommended candidates who applied for appointment to the
Oversight Committee. Applications and resumes are attached.
Candidate

School System

Position

Term Begins

Term Expires

Maria Torres
Janice Mak
Christine Burton

N/A
N/A
N/A

Parent
Board Member
Board Member
(Alternate)

2/27/2018
2/27/2018
2/27/2018

2/26/2020
2/26/2019
2/26/2019

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board appoint the listed candidates to the School Safety
Program Oversight Committee.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Approval of school district application for the Arizona Online Instruction
Program, pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-808 for Humboldt Unified School District

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
In 2009, the legislature established the Arizona Online Instruction (AOI) Program.
Similar to the previously created Technology Assisted Project Based Instruction (TAPBI)
program, AOI allows the State Board of Education and the State Board for Charter
Schools to select schools to provide online instruction to Arizona students. Unlike
TAPBI there is no statutory limit on the number of AOI schools each board can approve.
In 2010, the Board approved the application and evaluation criteria for interested school
districts. In September of 2017, staff opened the application process for the 2018-2019
school year.
During this round, the Board received three applications from school districts throughout
the State. On February 1, 2018, one of the applications was scored by evaluators from
Rio Salado College and then asked to perform a demonstration of the AOI program.
Based on the results of the evaluation, staff recommends that the AOI application for
the following district be approved:
Humboldt Unified School District
Bradshaw Mountain Online Academy
Grades K-8
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board approve the application of Humboldt Unified School
District to participate in the Arizona Online Instruction program.

Contact Information:
Soyica White, Director of Special Projects
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Update on the implementation process of revisions to the 2016-2017 A-F
Accountability System

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Based upon the December 4, 2017 and January 29, 2018 State Board of Education
meetings, Board staff has been working with the Department of Education on the
following changes for the 2016-2017 A-F Accountability System:
•

Award points for "Exceeds Target" to students that have a Student Growth to
Target (SGT) score of 89 points or above;

•

Adopt the hybrid model for non-typical school configurations;

•

Address issues identified in the data and coding validation period;

•

Reopen the window to submit College and Career Readiness Indicators (CCRI)
only for those schools identified through the data and coding validation period;

•

Award bonus points after the cut score has been set;

•

Round points at the final calculation of points earned prior to calculating the
percentage earned;

•

Cap CCRI points at 20 points and 2 bonus points;

•

Incorporating the Student Growth to Target (SGT) score for accelerating math
students in the 8th grade.

At this time, changes to the code have been made and the Department is working on
updating the ADEConnect portal.
Modeling and cut scores will be presented at a future State Board of Education meeting.
Recommendation to the Board
This is an information only item.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action on the 2017-2018 and 20182019 A-F Accountability Systems including changes to future iterations of
the A-F Accountability System pursuant to federal law

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Several items require the Board’s attention, or have been tabled, for future iterations of
the A-F Accountability System. Regarding these items, either: 1) action is
recommended; 2) the Board has already taken action; or 3) further study and/or
modeling is necessary before action can be considered.
Action Taken Pursuant to Federal Law
At the August 18, 2017 meeting, the Board approved the following items for the 20172018 school year Accountability System pursuant to federal law and Arizona’s ESSA
state plan:
1. Remove the science assessment from the Proficiency calculation;
2. Include in the denominator the greater of 95 percent of all students or the number
of students participating in the assessments in the Academic Achievement
Indicator (proficiency calculation);
3. Include all seniors, not just graduating seniors, in the 9-12 College and Career
Readiness Indicator.
Further Study and/or Modeling Necessary
Because public comment and previous Board action has indicated a preference to
retain the science assessment in the A-F Accountability System, further study and
modeling in this area would be necessary to determine where in the A-F Accountability
System the science assessment should be placed.

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board direct staff to study and model options for how to
retain the science assessment in the A-F Accountability System for the 2017-2018 and
2018-2019 school year, including moving science into the College and Career
Readiness Indicator and the K-8 Acceleration/Readiness Indicator.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action on the 2017-2018 and 20182019 A-F Accountability Systems including direction to Board staff to
collect modeling on additional items or changes.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Several items require the Board’s attention, or have been tabled, for future iterations of
the A-F Accountability System. Regarding these items, either: 1) action is
recommended; 2) the Board has already taken action; or 3) further study and/or
modeling is necessary before action can be considered.
Revisions and Refinements for Studying and/or Modelling
Based on public input, the Board may consider studying and/or modelling the following
for the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 school year:
1. Weights for growth and proficiency; both within the indicators and within the A-F
Accountability System as a whole.
2. Modifying the accountability system to accommodate the Menu of Assessments.
3. Lowering the n-count.
4. Business rule change to 8th grade Math in the growth calculation to reduce the
incentive for schools to double test.
5. Business rule change for rounding points to the tenth place rather than to the
thousandth within indicators.
6. Reviewing cut scores for assessments in the CCRI and adding WritePlacer to the
ACCUPLACER category.
9-12 College and Career Readiness Indicator (CCRI)
1. Currently, CCRI accounts for 20% of a 9-12 school’s letter grade. The
spreadsheet for schools to input their CCRI data however, is out of 15 points and
is scaled to 20.
2. On the spreadsheet, school level bonus points are not submitted separately.
Recommended Action: To simplify the CCRI calculation for the 2017-2018 school year
Accountability System and to ensure points are calculated accurately, it is
recommended the Board modify the CCRI spreadsheet to increase the total points
Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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possible to 20 to align to the framework’s weighting and to have school level bonus
points be submitted separately.
Chronic Absenteeism
Kindergarten students and students with chronic health problems are included in the
chronic absenteeism calculation. Additionally, chronic absenteeism points are “all or
nothing” and awarded if a school reduces its chronic absenteeism by less than 1
percent.
Recommended Action: For the 2018-2019 school year, it is recommended the Board
exclude students with chronic health problems from the chronic absenteeism
calculation.
Further Study and/or Modeling Needed: It is recommended Board staff provide
modelling and impact data for removing kindergartners from the chronic absenteeism
calculation.
Further Study and/or Modeling Needed: It is recommended the Board consider a
confidence interval for awarding chronic absenteeism points.
Statutory Powers and Duties
A.R.S. § 15-241 requires appropriate achievement profiles for the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local education agencies (LEAs);
Alternative schools;
Joint Technical Education Districts (in progress); and
Extremely small schools.

A.R.S. § 15-241 allows for achievement profiles for the following:
5. Schools that participate in the Board examination system (Move on When Ready
schools);
6. Arizona online instruction (AOI); and
7. Other exceptions as prescribed by the Board. Historically, this included K-2/K-3
schools and small schools.
Recommended Action: It is recommended that the Board prioritize those models
required by statute and those that the Board has already made progress towards
completing and direct Board staff to bring back information on these models to the
Board at a future meeting date.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“Parking Lot” Items
In the development of the 2016-2017 letter grades, the A-F Ad Hoc Committee and the
Board placed several items into the “Parking Lot” and indicated a willingness to return to
these items for future iterations of the A-F Accountability System. These items include
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Community Service/Service Learning;
On Track to Graduate;
PE/Health Education;
Mentored Capstone Project; and
Emotional Learning.

Further Study and/or Modeling Needed: It is recommended Board staff investigate
how these items could be incorporated into the A-F Accountability System and the
impact the “Parking Lot” items would have on outcomes.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended the Board take the actions listed above labeled “Recommended
Action” and direct staff to further study and/or model the actions listed above labeled
“Further Study and/or Modeling Needed” and bring those items back to a future Board
meeting.
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Presentation, discussion and possible action on the adoption of a timeline
for completion of the 2017-2018 A-F letter grades

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
State Board of Education staff met with the Department of Education (ADE) staff to go over
a timeline for the release of 2017-2018 A-F letter grades. Below is the result of that
meeting:
Timeline for 2017-2018 A-F Letter Grades
Week of March 5th: Review the revisions presented in Item 4B2 and begin drafting code
March 26, 2018: State Board of Education meeting- update on revisions
April 23, 2018: State Board of Education meeting- update on revisions
End of April: Open the CCRI window for schools that serve grade 12 to submit data in
spreadsheet
May 21, 2018: State Board of Education meeting- approval of all revisions and final plan
based upon impact data
June: ADE releases data to schools in the ADEConnect portal (schools have until June 30th
to check data and fix any issues)
Mid July: ADE runs impact data on all changes and prepares the cut score presentation
for the Board’s August meeting
August 27, 2018: State Board of Education meeting- cut scores are set
Month of September: A-F Letter Grade appeals are submitted to Board staff and the State
Board Appeal’s committee meets to hear appeals
September 24, 2018: State Board of Education meeting- Appeals go before the Board and
if changes are granted, ADE reruns the data
Recommendation to the Board
That the State Board of Education adopt the timeline for the 2017-2018 A-F letter grades
and direct staff to provide updates to the Board at future meetings on the completion of the
timeline
Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding Menu of Locally
Procured Achievement Assessments:
1) Updating the Menu of Assessments Policy;
2) Presentation and Adoption of a Menu of Assessments’ Timeline for the
2018-2019 school year for grades 9-12; and
3) Adopting a list of assessments for the Menu of Assessments for the
2018-2019 school year for grades 9-12

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-741.02, the Board is required to adopt a menu of locally
procured achievement assessments (Menu of Assessments) that may be utilized by
eligible local education agencies (LEAs) for assessing high school students in lieu of the
statewide assessment in the 2018-2019 school year. A similar provision applies for
assessing students in grades 3-8 beginning in the 2019-2020 school year.
Assessment providers must submit evidence to the Board that the assessment:
• Is high quality;
• Meets or exceeds the level of rigor of the state academic standards; and
• Scores can be scaled for state accountability programs including establishing
comparable student performance levels for achievement profiles and letter grade
classifications.
In order to comply with A.R.S. § 15-741.02 the Board should consider adopting the
following:
1) An updated Menu of Assessments Policy;
2) A timeline for the 2018-2019 school year; and
3) A list of assessments for the Menu of Assessments beginning in the 2018-2019
school year for grades 9-12.
The items are attached and below is a summary:
Item 4D1 - Menu of Assessments Policy
The Board adopted a Menu of Assessments policy in February 2017. The policy was
subsequently revised in December 2017 to comply with statutory changes. Below is a
summary of additional changes:
•

Require LEAs to notify the Board and ADE by July 1 of the assessment(s) the
LEA is selecting to administer in lieu of the statewide assessment and school(s)
that will administer the assessment.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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•

Require the assessment provider to inform the LEA of when assessment scores
are expected to be submitted.

•

Require schools to administer the selected assessment for three consecutive
academic years, with the option to opt out as determined by the Board. Schools
that opt out are still required to administer either the statewide assessment or
another assessment from the Menu.

Item 4D2 - Timeline
The proposed timeline was developed to adhere to statutory deadlines and to provide
LEAs with sufficient time to select and administer an assessment from the Menu. The
timeline is attached.

Item 4D3 - Eligible Assessments for Addition to the Menu
Statute establishes the following criteria for assessments that the Board is required to
add by March 1, 2018:
1. Early College Credit Examinations Adopted by the Arizona Board of Regents
(A.R.S. § 15-249.06)
2. Nationally Recognized Examinations (defined as an assessment that is accepted
by universities for the purposes of college credit or admissions); and
3. Assessments Approved for the Grand Canyon Diploma (A.R.S. § 15-792.03)
The assessments listed on the attachment meet the statutory criteria described above.
For school years after the 2018-2019 school year, the Board will work with the
Department and the Legislature on the statewide procurement and/or payment of
assessments on the Menu.
Recommendation to the Board
That the Board approve the amended Menu of Assessments Policy, Menu of
Assessments' Timeline for the 2018-2019 school year and the list of assessments for
the Menu of Assessments for the 2018-2019 school year.

Attachment 4D1
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MENU OF ASSESSMENTS POLICY
(A.R.S. 15-741.02)
REVISED DECEMBER 4, 2017
Proposed Revisions February 26, 2018
A. Definitions.
In this Section, the following definitions apply:
1. “Board” means the Arizona State Board of Education.
2. “Department” means the Arizona Department of Education.
3. “Menu of Assessments” means a list of locally procured, nationally recognized
high school assessments that may be selected by a local education agency to
meet the requirements prescribed in A.R.S. § 15-741.02.
4. “Nationally recognized high school assessment” means an assessment that is
accepted by universities for the purposes of awarding college credit or
admissions.
B. Procedures.
1. The Board will shall establish and maintain a Menu of Assessments for high
school testing to measure pupil achievement of Arizona’s ELA and mathematics
academic standards that includes nationally recognized high school assessments
which meet the requirements of this policy as set forth below.
2. Notwithstanding any other procedure of this policy, a local education agency that
is using a nationally recognized assessment, an early college credit examination
adopted pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-249.06 or an assessment adopted pursuant to
A.R.S. § 15-792.03 that is not on the Menu of Assessments by March 1, 2018
may request that the assessment be added to the Menu of Assessments and the
Board shall approve the assessment.
3. The Board, in cooperation with the Department, will shall annually evaluate
locally procured assessments for consideration of their inclusion on the Menu of
Assessments and shall notify local education agencies by May 1 of the results of
the evaluation.
4. An assessment may be considered for inclusion on the Menu of Assessments
upon a showing by the assessment provider the following criteria have been met
through a narrative explanation:
a. Provides evidence that the assessment is a high quality assessment;
b. Demonstrates that the assessment meets or exceeds the level of rigor of
the Board's adopted academic standards; and
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c. Demonstrates that the assessment scores can be scaled for state
accountability programs.
5. Providers shall submit an evaluation from an independent third party approved by
the Board that shows the assessment meets the requirements prescribed in
paragraph B(4). All costs of the independent third-party evaluators shall be paid
by the assessment provider.
6. If a third-party evaluation establishes that the proposed assessment sufficiently
meets the criteria, the Department shall submit the proposed assessment to the
Secretary of Education in accordance with the requirements for peer review
under section 1111(a)(4) of ESSA demonstrating that any such assessment
meets the requirements of section 1111(b)(2)(B) of ESSA.
7. If a third-party evaluation establishes that the proposed assessment sufficiently
meets the criteria, the Board shall consider the assessment for approval.
8. Upon Board approval, a proposed assessment shall be included on the Menu of
Assessments.
9. Prior to administering an assessment pursuant to this policy, a local education
agency shall submit annual notification to the Board and the Department by July
1. The local education agency shall submit the notification to
inbox@azsbe.az.gov and testing@azed.gov. The notification shall:
a. Indicate the school and the assessment the local education agency will
administer in the upcoming school year pursuant to this policy;
b. Indicate when the assessment provider expects to provide assessment
scores to the local education agency. If the assessment provider has not
informed the local education agency of when assessment scores are
expected to be provided, the assessment provider shall notify the local
education agency and the Department as soon as practicable; and
c. Be signed by the superintendent or designee of the local education
agency.
9. 10. Local education agencies that adopt a locally procured assessment pursuant
to this policy shall provide the necessary reasonable accommodations for a student
who is an English language learner and the necessary accommodations and
modifications for a student as required by the student’s individualized education
program team.
10. 11. The assessment provider for any assessment included on the Menu of
Assessments shall provide a copy of the assessment scores to the Department
when scores are provided to its partnering local education agency and shall notify
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the local education agency of when the assessment scores are expected to be
provided.
12. A local education agency that selects an assessment from the Menu of
Assessments pursuant to this policy shall administer the selected assessment at
the school identified in the notification prescribed in paragraph 9 for at least three
consecutive academic years. Upon request by a local education agency, the
Board may allow a local education agency to opt out of the requirement of this
paragraph. A local education agency that is permitted to opt out pursuant to this
paragraph shall administer another assessment from the Menu of Assessments
or the statewide assessment.
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Attachment 4D2
Proposed Menu of Assessments Timeline for the 2018-2019 School Year
February 26 Board Meeting:
• Board adopts revised Menu of Assessments policy
• Board approves Menu of Assessments Timeline
• Board adds assessments to the Menu that meet statutory criteria
• Board distributes communications on Policy, Timeline and Assessment List
March 1, 2018: Statutory Deadline. The Board is required to add assessments to the
Menu if the assessments are in use, meet statutory criteria and are not on the Menu.
April 9: For assessments that are not on the Menu, applications must be submitted by this
date for the Board's consideration.
April 23 Board Meeting:
• If necessary and based on the outcomes of the evaluations, the Board approves
additional assessments for the Menu
• The Board notifies Local Education Agencies (LEAs) of assessments on the Menu
May 1: Statutory Deadline. The Board shall notify LEAs of assessments on the Menu
July 1: LEAs notify the Board/ADE of which assessment(s) the LEA will be administering
in the 2018-2019 school year
2018-2019 School Year: Schools that selected an assessment from the Menu and notified
the Board/ADE by July 1 may administer assessments from the Menu in lieu of the
statewide assessment

Attachment 4D3
Proposed List of Assessments for the 2018-2019 School Year for Grades 9-12
Early College Credit Examinations Adopted by the Arizona Board of Regents (15-249.06)
a. Advanced Placement (AP)
• Biology
• Calculus AB
• Calculus BC
• Chemistry
• Computer Science
• English Language and Composition
• English Literature
• Environmental Science
• Physics 1 Mechanics Only
• Physics 2 E & M Only
• Physics C
• Statistics
b. Cambridge International Exam (CIE)
• English Language – A Level
• Biology – A Level
• Biology – AS Level
• Chemistry – A Level
• Chemistry – AS Level
• Mathematics – A Level
• Mathematics – Further – A- Level
c. International Baccalaureate (IB)
• Biology
• Chemistry
• Mathematics
• Physics
Nationally Recognized Examinations (defined as an assessment that is accepted by universities
for the purposes of college credit or admissions)
• ACT
• SAT
Grand Canyon Diploma (15-792.03)
• IGCSE English First Language (Extended)
• IGCSE English Literature
• IGCSE Mathematics (Extended)
• IGCSE Biology
• IGCSE Chemistry
• IGCSE Physics
• IGCSE Coordinated Science

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Arizona State Board of Education Meeting
February 26, 2018
Item 4E
Page 1 of 2

Presentation, discussion and possible action to close rulemaking
procedures for proposed changes to R7-2-302 “Minimum Course of Study
and Competency Requirements for Graduation from High School”

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Attached are draft recommendations for changes to R7-2-302 “Minimum Course of
Study and Competency Requirements for Graduation from High School.” These drafts
were created by the Arizona Department of Education (ADE) with input from various
stakeholders.
Following the opening of the rules, ADE continued to consult with advisory groups on
the rule changes. Additionally, the Board public hearings on the proposed rules on
November 14, 2017 and January 3, 2018 and reached out to organizations representing
school administrators, school boards, charter schools and rural schools.
At the January 29th meeting, the Board requested staff at the Board and ADE to review
the wording of the science credits and a reference to "competency test." Based on this
review, staff at the Board and ADE recommend the following:
•

Removing all of the proposed language regarding the science credits and
retaining the current language. The proposed language was added to address a
cross reference from certification rules. Board staff will work with ADE to address
this cross reference as part of rulemaking on certification rules.

•

Page 3, line 29, strike "competency test" insert references to the statewide
assessment and the Menu of Assessments.

Below is a summary of the changes to the rule:
R7-2-302
1. Update descriptive language in English Language Arts and Mathematics to
match the State Board of Education approved academic standards.
2. Remove the requirement for a separate one-half credit for principles of
speech and debate because this requirement is now included in the State
Board of Education approved Arizona English Language Arts Academic
Standards.
3. Clarify language for mathematics requirements.
4. Add a statutory reference for competency requirements.
5. Add civics to clarify that social studies must include civics instruction.
Contact Information:
Carol Lippert, Associate Superintendent, High Academic Standards for Students Division
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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6. Add computer science as an option for mathematics credit as required by
A.R.S. §15-701.01 (B)(2).
7. Modify the reference to "competency test" to clarify this applies to the
statewide assessment and assessments on the Menu of Assessments.
8. Remove a requirement that special education courses be notated on a
student’s transcript as this is in direct violation of student privacy rights under
IDEA.
The Board received approximately 12 public comments which are summarized below:
•
•
•
•

Two comments provided additional clarifying language. These changes were
made.
Some comments disagreed with removing the foreign language requirement from
K-8.
Two comments requested the addition two years of foreign language as a high
school graduation requirement.
Other comments sought additional clarification on terms and/or suggested
additional technical and clarifying changes.

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board close rulemaking procedures regarding proposed
changes to R7-2-302 “Minimum Course of Study and Competency Requirements for
Graduation from High School.”
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R7-2-302. Minimum Course of Study and Competency Requirements for Graduation from
High School
The Board prescribes the minimum course of study and competency requirements as outlined in
subsections (1) through (5) and, beginning with the graduating class of 2017, receipt of a passing
score of sixty correct answers out of one hundred questions on a civics test identical to the civics
portion of the naturalization test used by the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
as prescribed in A.R.S. § 15-701.01(A)(2).
1. Subject area course requirements. The Board establishes 22 credits as the minimum
number of credits necessary for high school graduation. Students shall obtain credits for
required subject areas as specified in subsections (1)(a) through (e) based on completion of
subject area course requirements or competency requirements. At the discretion of the local
school district governing board or charter school, credits may be awarded for completion of
elective subjects specified in subsection (1)(f) based on completion of subject area course
requirements or competency requirements. The awarding of a credit toward the completion
of high school graduation requirements shall be based on successful completion of the
subject area requirements prescribed by the State Board and local school district governing
board or charter school as follows:
a. Four credits of English or English as a Second Language, which shall include but
not be limited to the following: grammar, writing, and reading skills, advanced grammar,
composition, American literature, advanced composition, research methods and skills and
literature reading literature, reading informational text, writing, research methods, speaking
and listening skills, grammar, and vocabulary. One-half credit of the English requirement
shall include the principles of speech and debate but not be limited to those principles.
b. Three credits in social studies to minimally include the following:
i.
One credit of American history, including Arizona history;
ii. One credit of world history/geography;
iii. One-half credit of American government, including civics and Arizona
government; and
iv. One-half credit in economics.
c. Four credits of mathematics to minimally include:
i. Two Three credits containing course content covering the following areas in
preparation for proficiency at the high school level on the statewide assessment
and aligned to the Arizona Mathematics Standards for Algebra I, Geometry, and
Algebra II : Number Sense and Operations; Data Analysis, Probability and
Discrete Mathematics; Patterns, Algebra and Functions; Geometry and
Measurement; and Structure and Logic. These three credits shall be taken
consecutively beginning with the ninth grade unless a student meets these
requirements prior to the ninth grade pursuant to subsection (1)(c)(iv)(iii). The
requirement for the third credit covering Algebra II, may be met by, but is not
limited to the following: a math course comparable to Algebra II course content;
computer science, career and technical education and vocational education,
economics, science and arts courses as determined by the local school district
governing board or charter school.
ii. One credit, covering Algebra II or course content equivalent to Algebra
II. Courses meeting this requirement may include, but are not limited to,
career and technical education and vocational education, economics, science,
1
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and arts courses as determined by the local school district governing board or
charter school.
iii. ii. One A fourth credit that includes significant mathematics content as
determined by the local school district governing board or charter school.
iv. iii. Courses successfully completed prior to the ninth grade that meet the
high school mathematics credit requirements may be applied toward
satisfying those requirements.
v. iv. The mathematics requirements may be modified for students using a
personal curriculum Personal Curriculum pursuant to R7-2-302.03.
d. Three credits of science in preparation for proficiency at the high school level on the
statewide assessment to minimally include standards in the following:.
i. Earth/Space sciences;
ii. Life sciences; and
iii. Physical sciences such as which may include chemistry or physics.
e. One credit of fine arts the Arts or career and technical education and vocational
education.
f. Seven credits of additional courses prescribed by the local school district governing
board or charter school.
g. A credit or partial credit may apply toward more than one subject area but shall
count only as one credit or partial credit toward satisfying the 22 required credits.
2. Credits earned through correspondence courses to meet graduation requirements shall be
taken from an accredited institution as defined in R7-2-601. Credits earned thereby shall be
limited to four, and only one credit may be earned in each of the following subject areas:
a. English as described in subsection (1)(a) of this Section,
b. Social Studies,
c. Mathematics, and
d. Science.
3. Online and distance education courses may be offered by the local governing board or
charter school if the course is provided through an Arizona Online Instruction Program
established pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-808.
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4. Local school district governing boards or charter schools may grant to career and technical
education and vocational education program completers a maximum of 5 ½ credits to be used
toward the Board English, mathematics, science, and economics credit requirements for
graduation, subject to the following restrictions:
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a. The Board has approved the career and technical education and vocational education
program for equivalent credit to be used toward the Board English, mathematics,
science, and economics credit requirements for graduation.
b. A credit or partial credit may apply toward more than one subject area but shall count
only as one credit or partial credit toward satisfying the 22 required credits.
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c. A student who satisfies any part of the Board English, mathematics, science, and
economics requirements through the completion of a career and technical education and
vocational education program shall still be required to earn 22 total credits to meet the
graduation requirements prescribed in this Section.
5. Competency requirements.
a. The awarding of a credit toward the completion of high school graduation requirements
shall be based on the requirements outlined in A.R.S. § 15-701.01 and the successful
completion of State Board- adopted academic standards for subject areas listed in
subsections (1)(a) through (1) (e) and the successful completion of the competency
requirements for the elective subjects specified in subsection (1)(f). Competency
requirements for elective subjects as specified in subsection (1) (f) shall be the academic
standards adopted by the State Board. If there are no adopted academic standards for an
elective subject, the local school district governing board or charter school shall be
responsible for developing and adopting competency requirements for the successful
completion of the elective subject. The school district governing board or charter school
shall be responsible for developing and adopting the method and manner in which to
administer a test that is identical to the civics portion of the naturalization test used by the
united states citizenship and immigration services United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services, and a pupil who does not obtain a passing score on the test may
retake the test until the pupil obtains a passing score.
b. The determination and verification of student accomplishment and performance
shall be the responsibility of the subject area teacher.
c. Upon request of the student, the local school district governing board or charter school
shall provide the opportunity for the student to demonstrate competency in the subject
areas listed in subsections (1)(a) through (1)(f) of this Section above in lieu of classroom
time. In appropriate courses, a school district governing board or charter school shall
include as a mechanism to demonstrate competency a score determined by the State Board
as college and career ready on the competency test appropriate assessment adopted by the
State Board pursuant to A.R.S. §§ 15-741 or 15-741.01.
6. The local school district governing board or charter school shall be responsible for
developing a course of study and graduation requirements for all students placed in special
education programs in accordance with A.R.S. Title 15, Chapter 7, Article 4 and A.A.C. R72-401 et seq. Students placed in special education classes, grades 9-12, are eligible to receive
a high school diploma upon completion of graduation requirements, but reference to special
education placement may be placed on the student's transcript or permanent file.
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Presentation, discussion and possible action to close rulemaking
procedures for R7-2-612 regarding Career and Technical Education
Certificates.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
After receiving input from the field, the Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met on
September 27, 2017 and October 6, 2017 to discuss amendments to several rules governing
educator certification, including R7-2-612 regarding Career and Technical Education
Certificates. The CAC recommended the attached amendments to R7-2-612 on October 6,
2017 and the Board opened rulemaking at the December 4, 2017 Board meeting. The Board
held a public hearing on January 3, 2018 and did not receive public comments.
Below is a summary of the changes:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Definitions
Replaces specific definitions of each CTE Program with a reference to a guidance
document that will define the Programs. The guidance document is subject to Board
approval.
Removes previously defined terms.
Option A – Bachelor’s degree in the specified CTE field of study
Reduces the required amount of professional knowledge from 18 semester hours to 15
semester hours to align to Option C.
Modifies the areas eligible to obtain professional knowledge to align to other educator
certificates.
Option B
The Board previously adopted rules that collapsed rules regarding provisional and
standard CTE certificates. The proposed draft clarifies requirements for professional
knowledge and subject knowledge for Option B that are currently unclear and redundant.
Option C – Business and industry professional
Modifies the areas to obtain professional knowledge to align to other educator
certificates.

Option D – Bachelor’s degree in the specified CTE field of study teacher preparation
program
• Clarifies the topics that teacher preparation programs are required to address to align to
other certificate requirements.
• Removes the professional knowledge deficiency for Option D.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended the Board close rulemaking of R7-2-612 regarding Career and Technical
Education Certificates.
Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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R7-2-612. Career and Technical Education Teaching Certificates
A. Except as noted, all certificates are subject to the general certification provisions in R7-2-607,
and the renewal requirements in R7-2-619.
B. For purposes of this rule, the following definitions apply:
1. “Agriculture” means agriculture, agriculture operations, and related sciences; natural
resources and conservation; environmental design; landscape architecture; agricultural biological
engineering; forest engineering, biological and biomedical sciences; parks, recreation and leisure
facilities management; geological and earth sciences/geosciences; veterinary/animal health
technician/veterinary assistant; environmental health; and veterinary medicine as described in
Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165), U.S. Department of
Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006:
U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Code 01, which is incorporated by reference
and on file with the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State.
This incorporation by reference contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of the
incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona Department of Education located at
1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department of
Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
2. “Business and Marketing” means computer and information sciences and support services;
accounting and computer information services; business/commerce, general; business
administration, management and operations; accounting; business operations support and assistant
services; business/corporate communications; business/managerial economics; entrepreneurial
and small business operations; finance and financial management services; hospitality
administration/management; human resources management and services; international business;
management information systems and services; management sciences and quantitative methods;
marketing; real estate; taxation; insurance; general sales, merchandising and related marketing
operations; specialized sales, merchandising and marketing operations; and business,
management, marketing and related support services, other as described in Classification of
Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165), U.S. Department of Education, National
Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government
Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Code 52, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the
Arizona Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This incorporation by
reference contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are
available for review at the Arizona Department of Education, located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street,
Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O.
Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
3. 1. “Career and Technical Education Field of Study” or “CTE Field of Study” means a field of
study in any of the areas identified in subsections B(1), B(2), B(4), B(5), B(6) and B(7) relating to
Agriculture, Business and Marketing, Family and Consumer Sciences, Health Careers, Industrial
and Emerging Technologies or Education and Training. area relating to a CTE program approved
by the Arizona Department of Education as described in the Guidance on CTE Teacher
Certification, which is on file with the Arizona Department of Education.
4. “Education and Training” means all occupational areas of secondary education and teaching;
junior high/intermediate/middle school education and teaching; elementary education and
1
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teaching; kindergarten/preschool education and teaching; early childhood education and teaching;
adult education and teaching; and special education as described in Classification of Instructional
Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing
Office, April 2002, CIP Code 13, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona
Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference
contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are available for
review at the Arizona Department of Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ
85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup,
MD 20794-1398.
5. “Family and Consumer Sciences” means culinary arts; kindergarten/preschool education and
teaching; early childhood education and teaching; family and consumer sciences/human sciences;
nutrition sciences; interior design; hospitality administration/management; fashion merchandising;
fashion modeling; apparel and accessories marketing operations; tourism and travel services
marketing operations; tourism promotion operations; and hospitality and recreation marketing
operations as described in Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002165) U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Code 19, which is
incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of
the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference contains no future editions or amendments.
Copies of the incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona Department of
Education, located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the
U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
6. “Health Careers” means exercise physiology; kinesiology and exercise science;
medical/clinical assistant; clinical/medical laboratory assistant; pharmacy technician/assistant;
medical radiologic technology/science-radiation therapist; radiologic technology/scienceradiographer; physician assistant; athletic training/trainer; clinical/medical laboratory technician;
clinical laboratory science/medical technology/technologist; phlebotomy/phlebotomist; medicine;
nursing/registered nurse; osteopathic medicine/osteopathy; pharmacy; physical therapy/therapist;
and kinesiotherapy/kinesiotherapist as described in Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000
Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education
Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April
2002, CIP Code 51, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona Department
of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference contains no
future editions or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are available for review at the
Arizona Department of Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may
be ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 207941398.
7. “Industrial and Emerging Technologies” means audiovisual communications
technologies/technicians; graphic communications; cosmetology and personal grooming services;
electrical engineering technologies/technicians; electromechanical instrumentation and
maintenance technologies/technicians; environmental control technologies/technicians; industrial
production technologies/technicians; quality control and safety technologies/technicians;
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mechanical engineering related technologies/technicians; mining and petroleum
technologies/technicians;
construction
engineering
technologies;
engineering-related
technologies; computer engineering technologies/technicians; drafting/design engineering
technologies/technicians; security and protective services; mason/masonry; carpenters; electrical
and power transmission installers; building/construction finishing, management and inspection;
electrical/electronics maintenance and repair technology; heating, air conditioning, ventilation and
refrigeration maintenance technology/technician; heavy/industrial equipment maintenance
technologies; precision systems maintenance and repair technologies; vehicle maintenance and
repair technologies; precision metal working; construction/heavy equipment/earthmoving
equipment operation; design and visual communications, general; commercial and advertising art;
industrial design; commercial photography; and visual performing arts as described in
Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S. Department of
Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006:
U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Codes 10, 12, 15, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, and
50, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona Department of Education and
the Office of the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference contains no future editions or
amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona
Department of Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be
ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 207941398.
8. 2. “Occupational Area” means employment in any of the areas identified in subsections B(1),
B(2), B(4), B(5), B(6) and B(7) relating to Agriculture, Business and Marketing, Education and
Training, Family and Consumer Sciences, Health Careers, or Industrial and Emerging
Technologies. area relating to a CTE program approved by the Department as described in the
Guidance on CTE Teacher Certification, which is on file with the Arizona Department of
Education.
9. “Professional Knowledge” means the art of teaching including the knowledge and skills
necessary for instructional planning, delivery and evaluation in a career and technical education
setting.
10. “Subject Knowledge” means the information, understanding and skills specific to the broad
occupational area.
11. 3. “Verified Work Experience” means written documentation from a current or former
supervisor for paid or unpaid work, a current school superintendent, or the Department of
Education Career and Technical Education Programmatic State Supervisor indicating that an
applicant for a career and technical education certificate performed work in a business or industry
setting related to the program to be taught as identified in subsections B(1), B(2), B(4), B(5), B(6)
and B(7) an approved CTE program occupational area.
C. Standard Career and Technical Education (CTE) Certificate –CTE Field of Study – grades K
through 12
1.
The requirements include all of the following:
a. Within three years, obtain a passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the
Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment for secondary teachers or qualification for a waiver of
this assessment.
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b. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
c. At least one of the following options:
i. Option A – Bachelor’s degree in the specified CTE field of study – requirements
include all of the following:
(1) A bachelor’s or more advanced degree in the specified CTE field of study
from an accredited institution.
(2) Thirty semester hours of courses in the specified CTE field of study.
(3) Two hundred forty clock hours of verified work experience in the specified
CTE occupational area. Hours may have been accumulated before obtaining a certification.
(4) Within three years, complete 18 fifteen semester hours of courses in
professional knowledge in career and technical education, to include any of the following areas:
principles/philosophy of career and technical education, operation of a career and technical student
organization, methods of teaching career and technical education developmentally appropriate
instructional delivery, facilitation and methodologies, curriculum design/development,
instructional technology, educational philosophy, instructional design/methodology and lesson
planning, including modifications and accommodations, assessment/evaluation assessing,
monitoring and reporting progress, or the learning environment, including classroom management,
teaching students with exceptionalities, or professional responsibility and ethical conduct. Hours
may be obtained prior to issuance of the standard career and technical education certificate in the
specified CTE field of study. Eighteen Fifteen semester hours may be obtained through
Department or Board-CTE approved professional development. Fifteen clock hours equals one
semester hour.
ii. Option B – Valid non-CTE Arizona Provisional or Standard teaching certificate
or an Arizona CTE teaching certificate in another CTE field of study– requirements include all of
the following:
(1) A valid Arizona provisional or standard teaching certificate for teachers in
Birth through grade 12 issued pursuant to this Article.
(2) One year of the most recent teacher evaluation(s) approved by a certificated
administrator, or the administrator’s designee, in a PreK-12 school setting and issued during the
term of the Arizona teaching certificate exhibiting satisfactory performance in the classroom.
(3) Three semester hours of courses in career and technical education methods
or content in the specified CTE field of study professional knowledge in career and technical
education to include any of the following areas: principles/philosophy of career and technical
education, developmentally appropriate instructional delivery, facilitation and methodologies for
career and technical education, or instructional technology. Three semester hours may be obtained
through Department or Board approved -CTE approved professional development. Fifteen clock
hours equals one semester hour.
(4) Two hundred forty clock hours of verified work experience in the specified
CTE occupational area. Hours may have been accumulated before obtaining a certification.
(5) Within three years, complete 12 nine semester hours of subject
knowledge courses in professional knowledge to include: the CTE field of study;.
(a) Nine semester hours of subject knowledge courses in in the CTE field
of study; and
4
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(b) Three semester hours of courses in professional knowledge to include
any of the following areas: principles/philosophy of career and technical education, operation of a
career and technical student organization, methods of teaching career and technical education,
curriculum design/development, instructional technology, educational philosophy, instructional
design/methodology, assessment/evaluation, or classroom management. Hours may be obtained
prior to issuance of the standard career and technical education certificate in the specified CTE
field of study. Twelve semester hours may be obtained through Department-CTE approved
professional development. Fifteen clock hours equals one semester hour; and
iii. Option C – Business and industry professional - requirements include six
thousand clock hours of verified work experience in an occupational area.
(1) Within three years, complete 15 fifteen semester hours of courses in
professional knowledge in career and technical education to include any of the following
areas: principles/philosophy of career and technical education, operation of a career and
technical student organization, methods of teaching career and technical
education, developmentally appropriate instructional delivery, facilitation and
methodologies, curriculum design/development, instructional design/methodology and
lesson planning, including modifications and accommodations, assessment/evaluation,
assessing, monitoring and reporting progress, instructional technology, educational
philosophy, or the learning environment, including classroom management, teaching
students with exceptionalities, or professional responsibility and ethical conduct. Fifteen
semester hours may be obtained through Department or Board approved-CTE approved
professional development. Fifteen clock hours equals one semester hour; and
iv. Option D – Bachelor’s degree in the specified CTE field of study teacher
preparation program – requirements include both of the following:
(1) A bachelor’s or more advanced degree that included completion of a Board
approved teacher preparation program in the CTE field of study or from an accredited
institution offering substantially similar training, addressing the following topics in career
and technical education and any others as required by law:
i.
Principles/philosophy of career and technical education,
ii.
Instructional design and lesson planning, including modifications
and accommodations;
iii.
The learning environment, including classroom management;
iv.
Developmentally appropriate instructional delivery, facilitation and
methodologies;
v.
Assessing, monitoring and reporting progress;
vi.
Teaching students with exceptionalities;
vii.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct; , and
(2) Two hundred forty clock hours of verified work experience in the specified
occupational area. Hours shall have been accumulated before obtaining a certification.
(3) Within three years, complete 18 semester hours of courses in professional
knowledge, to include any of the following areas: principles/philosophy of career and technical
education, operation of a career and technical student organization, methods of teaching career and
technical education, curriculum design/development, instructional technology, educational
philosophy, instructional design/methodology, assessment/evaluation, or classroom management.
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Hours may be obtained prior to issuance of the standard career and technical education certificate
in the specified CTE field of study. Eighteen semester hours may be obtained through DepartmentCTE approved professional development. Fifteen clock hours equals one semester hour.
2.
If an applicant fails to meet these requirements within the prescribed time period, the
Department of Education or the Board shall temporarily suspend the standard certificate, but the
suspension is not considered a disciplinary action and the individual shall be allowed to correct
the deficiency within the remaining time of the standard certification.
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Item 4F2
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Presentation, discussion and possible action to close rulemaking
procedures for R7-2-612.01 regarding Standard Specialized Career and
Technical Education Certificates.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
After receiving input from the field, the Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met on
September 27, 2017 and October 6, 2017 to discuss amendments to several rules
governing educator certification, including R7-2-612.01 regarding Standard Specialized
Career and Technical Education Certificates.
Attached is a draft of amendments to R7-2-612.01 as recommended by CAC on
October 6, 2017 and opened by the Board at the December 4, 2017 meeting.
A public hearing was held on January 3, 2018 and no public comments were submitted.
Below is a summary of the changes:
•
•

•
•

Subsection B
To conform to statute, issues the Standard Specialized Career and Technical
Education Certificate for 12 years, rather than 8 years.
Replaces references to specific CTE Programs with a guidance document that
defines the CTE Programs. The guidance document is subject to Board approval.
Subsection C
To align to other certificates, includes an additional pathway for applicants to
demonstrate subject knowledge through postsecondary teaching experience.
To conform to statute, exempts applicants from the U.S. and Arizona Constitution
competency requirements, the professional knowledge and subject knowledge
portions of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessments and structured English
immersion requirements.

Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended the Board close rulemaking of R7-2-612.01 regarding Standard
Specialized Career and Technical Education Certificates.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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R7-2-612.01. Standard Specialized Career and Technical Education (CTE) Certificates –
grades K-12
A. Standard Specialized CTE certificates are subject to the general certification provisions in R72-607 and the renewal requirements in R7-2-619.
B. The certificate is valid for eight years.
1. B. The holder is qualified to teach CTE Agriculture, CTE Business and Marketing, CTE
Education and Training, CTE Family and Consumer Sciences, CTE Health Careers, or
CTE Industrial and Emerging Technologies as specified on the certificate in an area that is
specified on the certificate relating to a CTE program approved by the Arizona Department
of Education as described in Guidance on CTE Teacher Certification which is on file with
the Arizona Department of Education.
2. C. The requirements are:
a.1. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
b.2. Demonstration of expertise in the specified CTE area through one of the following:
i. a. A Bachelor’s or more advanced degree, master's or doctoral degree in the specified
CTE area; or
ii. b. A Bachelor’s or more advanced degree and completion of twenty-four semester
hours of coursework in the specified CTE area; or
iii. c. An Associate’s degree in the specified CTE area; or
iv. d. An industry certification, license, or credential in the specified CTE area approved
by the appropriate Department of Education Career and Technical Education
Program Specialist or Career and Technical Education Program Services Director. ;
or
e. Verified teaching experience for the last two consecutive years, and for a total of
at least three years at one or more accredited postsecondary institutions in a subject
that is specific to the CTE course being taught.
c. 3. Verification of five years of work experience in the specified CTE occupational area.
4. An individual who meets the requirements of this section is exempt from the competency
requirements of the United States and Arizona Constitutions, the professional
knowledge and subject knowledge portions of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessments, and structured English immersion endorsement requirements.
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February 26, 2018
Item 4G
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Presentation, discussion and possible action to adopt a certification
guidance document for Career and Technical Education Teacher
Certification.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
After receiving feedback from the field, the Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met
on September 27, 2017 and October 6, 2017 to discuss amendments to several rules
governing educator certification, including rules regarding Career and Technical
Education (CTE) Certificates and Standard Specialized Career and Technical Education
Certificates.
To provide guidance in the certification process to individuals interested in obtaining
these certificates, Board staff developed, in collaboration with the Arizona Department
of Education, the attached guidance document. The Guidance Document outlines the
requirements and multiple pathways to CTE certification. The Guidance Document also
defines each CTE program based on rule.
CAC recommended the adoption of the Guidance Document at its October 6, 2017
meeting and the Board reviewed the document at the December 4, 2017 Board
meeting.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board adopt the attached Guidance Document and permit
the Department to make technical and conforming changes when necessary.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education

GUIDANCE ON CAREER AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Approved by the State Board of Education on __________________

Introduction
The State Board of Education has adopted rules regarding the certification of individuals
as career and technical education teachers. The relevant provisions can be found in R72-612 and R7-2-612.01 Career and Technical Education Teaching Certificates. Rules
are posted on the State Board of Education website at https://azsbe.az.gov/rules
Pathways to CTE Teacher Certification
Under current Board rules, numerous pathways are recognized for CTE teacher
certification as highlighted below:

Standard Career and Technical Education (CTE) Certificates
R7-2-612

A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
AND
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
(1) A bachelor’s or more
advanced degree in the
specified CTE field of
study from an accredited
institution.
(2) Thirty semester hours
of courses in the specified
CTE field of study.
(3) Two hundred forty
clock hours of verified
work experience in the
specified CTE
occupational area. Hours
may have been
accumulated before
obtaining a certification.

(1) A valid Arizona provisional
or standard teaching certificate
for teachers in Birth through
grade 12
(2) One year of the most recent
teacher evaluation(s) exhibiting
satisfactory performance in the
classroom.
(3) Three semester hours of
courses in professional
knowledge in career and
technical education
(4) Two hundred forty clock
hours of verified work
experience in the specified
CTE occupational area. Hours
may have been accumulated
before obtaining a certification.

(1) Six thousand clock
hours of verified work
experience in an
occupational area.

(1) A bachelor’s or
more advanced
degree that included
completion of a
Board approved
teacher preparation
program in the CTE
field of study or from
an accredited
institution offering
substantially similar
training
(2) Two hundred
forty clock hours of
verified work
experience in the
specified
occupational area.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS – AT TIME OF CERTIFICATION OR WITHIN THREE YEARS*
1) Within three years,
complete fifteen semester
hours of courses in
professional knowledge in
career and technical
education
2) Within three years,
obtain a passing score on
the professional
knowledge portion of the
Arizona Teacher

1) Within three years, complete
nine semester hours of subject
knowledge courses in the CTE
field of study
2) Within three years, obtain a
passing score on the
professional knowledge portion
of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment for
secondary teachers or

1) Within three years,
complete fifteen
semester hours of
courses in professional
knowledge in career and
technical education
2) Within three years,
obtain a passing score
on the professional
knowledge portion of the
Arizona Teacher

1) Within three
years, obtain a
passing score on
the professional
knowledge portion
of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency
Assessment for
secondary teachers
or qualification for a

Proficiency Assessment
for secondary teachers or
qualification for a waiver
of this assessment
3) U.S. and Arizona
Constitution requirements

qualification for a waiver of this
assessment
3) U.S. and Arizona
Constitution requirements

Proficiency Assessment
for secondary teachers
or qualification for a
waiver of this
assessment
3) U.S. and Arizona
Constitution
requirements

waiver of this
assessment
2) U.S. and Arizona
Constitution
requirements

Standard Specialized Career and Technical Education (CTE) Certificates
R7-2-612.01
A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
AND
Verification of five years of work experience in the specified CTE occupational area
AND
Demonstration of expertise in the specified CTE area through one of the following FIVE options:
Option One
Option Two
Option Three
Option Four
Option Five
A Bachelor’s
master's or
doctoral degree
in the specified
CTE area

A Bachelor’s or
more advanced
degree and
completion of
twenty-four
semester hours
of coursework
in the specified
CTE area;

An Associate’s
degree in the
specified CTE
area

An industry
certification, license, or
credential in the
specified CTE area
approved by the
appropriate
Department of
Education

Verified teaching experience
for the last two consecutive
years, and for a total of at
least three years at one or
more accredited
postsecondary institutions in
a subject that is specific to
the CTE course being taught

*Professional Knowledge Coursework Requirements
Regarding additional professional knowledge coursework requirements, hours may be obtained
prior to issuance of the standard career and technical education certificate in the specified CTE
field of study. Fifteen clock hours equals one semester hour. Hours may also be obtained through
Department or Board-CTE approved professional development. Courses in career and technical
education professional knowledge include any of the following areas: principles/philosophy of
career and technical education, developmentally appropriate instructional delivery, facilitation
and methodologies, instructional technology, instructional design and lesson planning, including
modifications and accommodations, assessing, monitoring and reporting progress, the learning
environment, including classroom management, teaching students with exceptionalities, or
professional responsibility and ethical conduct.

Definitions
For purposes of this document, the following definitions apply:

1. “Agriculture” means agriculture, agriculture operations, and related sciences;
natural resources and conservation; environmental design; landscape architecture;
agricultural biological engineering; forest engineering, biological and biomedical
sciences; parks, recreation and leisure facilities management; geological and earth
sciences/geosciences; veterinary/animal health technician/veterinary assistant;
environmental health; and veterinary medicine as described in Classification of
Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165), U.S. Department of
Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Code
01, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona Department of
Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference
contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials
are available for review at the Arizona Department of Education located at 1535 W.
Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department
of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
2. “Business and Marketing” means computer and information sciences and support
services; accounting and computer information services; business/commerce,
general; business administration, management and operations; accounting;
business operations support and assistant services; business/corporate
communications; business/managerial economics; entrepreneurial and small
business operations; finance and financial management services; hospitality
administration/management; human resources management and services;
international business; management information systems and services;
management sciences and quantitative methods; marketing; real estate; taxation;
insurance; general sales, merchandising and related marketing operations;
specialized sales, merchandising and marketing operations; and business,
management, marketing and related support services, other as described in
Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165), U.S.
Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP
Code 52, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona
Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This
incorporation by reference contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of
the incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona Department of
Education, located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be
ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup,
MD 20794-1398.
3. “Career and Technical Education Field of Study” or “CTE Field of Study” means a
field of study in any of the areas identified in subsections B(1), B(2), B(4), B(5),
B(6) and B(7) relating to Agriculture, Business and Marketing, Family and
Consumer Sciences, Health Careers, Industrial and Emerging Technologies or
Education and Training.

4. “Education and Training” means all occupational areas of secondary education and
teaching; junior high/intermediate/middle school education and teaching;
elementary education and teaching; kindergarten/preschool education and
teaching; early childhood education and teaching; adult education and teaching;
and special education as described in Classification of Instructional Programs:
2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S.
Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP Code 13, which is incorporated by
reference and on file with the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of
the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference contains no future editions
or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are available for review at
the Arizona Department of Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street,
Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED
Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
5. “Family and Consumer Sciences” means culinary arts; kindergarten/preschool
education and teaching; early childhood education and teaching; family and
consumer sciences/human sciences; nutrition sciences; interior design; hospitality
administration/management; fashion merchandising; fashion modeling; apparel
and accessories marketing operations; tourism and travel services marketing
operations; tourism promotion operations; and hospitality and recreation marketing
operations as described in Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition:
(NCES 2002-165) U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education
Statistics, 1990 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing
Office, April 2002, CIP Code 19, which is incorporated by reference and on file with
the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This
incorporation by reference contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of
the incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona Department of
Education, located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be
ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup,
MD 20794-1398.
6. “Health Careers” means exercise physiology; kinesiology and exercise science;
medical/clinical assistant; clinical/medical laboratory assistant; pharmacy
technician/assistant; medical radiologic technology/science-radiation therapist;
radiologic technology/science-radiographer; physician assistant; athletic
training/trainer; clinical/medical laboratory technician; clinical laboratory
science/medical technology/technologist; phlebotomy/phlebotomist; medicine;
nursing/registered nurse; osteopathic medicine/osteopathy; pharmacy; physical
therapy/therapist; and kinesiotherapy/kinesiotherapist as described in
Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S.
Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP
Code 51, which is incorporated by reference and on file with the Arizona
Department of Education and the Office of the Secretary of State. This
incorporation by reference contains no future editions or amendments. Copies of

the incorporated materials are available for review at the Arizona Department of
Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be
ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup,
MD 20794-1398.
7. “Industrial and Emerging Technologies” means audiovisual communications
technologies/technicians; graphic communications; cosmetology and personal
grooming services; electrical engineering technologies/technicians;
electromechanical instrumentation and maintenance technologies/technicians;
environmental control technologies/technicians; industrial production
technologies/technicians; quality control and safety technologies/technicians;
mechanical engineering related technologies/technicians; mining and petroleum
technologies/technicians; construction engineering technologies; engineeringrelated technologies; computer engineering technologies/technicians;
drafting/design engineering technologies/technicians; security and protective
services; mason/masonry; carpenters; electrical and power transmission installers;
building/construction finishing, management and inspection; electrical/electronics
maintenance and repair technology; heating, air conditioning, ventilation and
refrigeration maintenance technology/technician; heavy/industrial equipment
maintenance technologies; precision systems maintenance and repair
technologies; vehicle maintenance and repair technologies; precision metal
working; construction/heavy equipment/earthmoving equipment operation; design
and visual communications, general; commercial and advertising art; industrial
design; commercial photography; and visual performing arts as described in
Classification of Instructional Programs: 2000 Edition: (NCES 2002-165) U.S.
Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 K Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20006: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 2002, CIP
Codes 10, 12, 15, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50, which is incorporated by
reference and on file with the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of
the Secretary of State. This incorporation by reference contains no future editions
or amendments. Copies of the incorporated materials are available for review at
the Arizona Department of Education located at 1535 W. Jefferson Street,
Phoenix, AZ 85007 or may be ordered from the U.S. Department of Education, ED
Pubs, P.O. Box 1398, Jessup, MD 20794-1398.
8. “Occupational Area” means employment in any of the areas identified in these
definitions relating to Agriculture, Business and Marketing, Education and Training,
Family and Consumer Sciences, Health Careers, or Industrial and Emerging
Technologies.
9. “Professional Knowledge” means the art of teaching including the knowledge and
skills necessary for instructional planning, delivery and evaluation in a career and
technical education setting.
10. “Subject Knowledge” means the information, understanding and skills specific to
the broad occupational area.

11. “Verified Work Experience” means work experience identified in the submission of a
resume verified by a hiring superintendent or personnel director at the public school
or the Department of Education which demonstrates knowledge or skill relevant to an
approved CTE program occupational area relating to Agriculture, Business and
Marketing, Education and Training, Family and Consumer Sciences, Health Careers,
or Industrial and Emerging Technologies.

Further Information
For further information on CTE Teacher Certification, please contact the ADE Certification
Unit at certification@azed.gov or (602) 542-4367
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Presentation, discussion and possible action to initiate rulemaking
procedures for proposed amendments to R7-2-606 regarding Proficiency
Assessments for educator certification

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
The Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met on February 6, 2018 to discuss
technical and conforming changes regarding educator certification. The CAC discussed
potential amendments to R7-2-606 to streamline assessment requirements and to
conform to statutory requirements.
Below is a summary of the changes recommended by the CAC:
•

Strike references to specific proficiency assessments. This will provide flexibility
to the Board by allowing it to approve assessments as necessary. The current
structure of the rule requires frequent changes and leaves unclear references
when not amended.

•

Strike references to the performance assessment portion of the Proficiency
Assessment. The performance assessment is not currently in effect as statute
restricts the proficiency assessment to only a professional knowledge and
subject knowledge portion (A.R.S. 15-533).

•

Remove requirements on the administration of the proficiency assessment.

•

Strike rules for provisional certificates.

The Board will hold a public hearing on the rules and provide an update at the March
26, 2018 Board Meeting.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the Board initiate rulemaking procedures for proposed
amendments to R7-2-606 regarding Proficiency Assessments for educator certification.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education

February 1, 2018
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R7-2-606. Proficiency Assessments
A. The Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment is adopted as the proficiency assessment for
applicants for teaching certificates. The Arizona Administrator Proficiency Assessment is
adopted as the proficiency assessment for applicants for administrative certificates.
B. The subject knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment shall assess
proficiency as described in R7-2-602(H) as a requirement for certification of elementary and
secondary teachers and in R7-2-602(H) and (J) as a requirement for certification of special
education teachers related to the teacher’s knowledge of the certification subject area or areas.
C. The professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment shall
assess proficiency as described in R7-2-602(I) as a requirement for certification of elementary,
secondary, special education, and CTE teachers related to the teacher’s pedagogical
knowledge.
D. The performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment shall
assess proficiency as described in R7-2-602(B), (C), (D), (E), (F), and (G) as a requirement for
certification of elementary, secondary, and special education teachers. In lieu of a passing score
on the performance portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, a teacher who
holds a provisional teaching certificate may convert such certificate within two months prior
to its expiration to a standard elementary, secondary, or special education teaching certificate
pursuant to subsection (H) until the Board adopts the performance assessment portion of the
Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment. The Board shall adopt the performance assessment
portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, or make a decision that a performance
assessment will no longer be required as part of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment.
E. The Arizona Administrator Proficiency Assessment shall assess professional knowledge as
described in R7-2-603 as a requirement for certification of administrators, supervisors,
principals, and superintendents.
F.E. The passing score for each assessment shall be determined by the Board using the results
of validity and reliability studies. The passing score for each assessment shall be reviewed by
the Board at least every three years.
G. F. The proficiency assessments for professional knowledge and subject knowledge shall
be administered at least six times each calendar year, at times and places determined by the
Department. for a certificate, endorsement, or approved area shall be approved by the Board.
H. The provisional elementary, secondary, or special education certificate allows the beginning
teacher up to four semesters or two school years of teaching experience before completing the
performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment.
1. If the Board has adopted the performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment but the teacher does not have full-time teaching experience for
four semesters or two school years, the certificate shall, upon the written request of the
holder, be extended once for the equivalent of the time the teacher was not employed during
the provisional certification period.
2. If the Board has adopted the performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment and the teacher has been employed for four semesters or two
school years and has taken but not passed the performance assessment, the certificate shall
be extended once, for one year, upon the written request of the holder.
3. If the teacher has been employed full-time for four semesters or two school years in a
private school, public school, charter school, or parochial school or any Department of
1
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Defense dependent school or in a closely related education field and the Board has not yet
adopted the performance portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, the
provisional certificate shall be converted within two months prior to its expiration to a
standard teaching certificate upon verification by the teacher to the Department that the
teacher has had four semesters or two school years of teaching experience or experience in
a closely related education field. “Closely related education field” means employment
involving the presentation of instruction to K through 12 students whether self-employed
or employed by a private, parochial, public, or charter school.
4. If the teacher has not been employed full-time for four semesters or two school years in a
private school, public school, charter school, or parochial school or any Department of
Defense dependent school or in a closely related education field, and the Board has not yet
adopted the performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment, the provisional certificate shall be extended once for three years, upon written
request of the holder to the Department. “Closely related education field” means
employment involving the presentation of instruction to K through 12 students whether
self-employed or employed by a private, parochial, public, or charter school.
5. If the performance assessment portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment is
adopted by the Board prior to the expiration of a teacher’s provisional certificate, the
provisional certificate shall be extended once for two years, upon written request of the
holder to the Department, to allow the teacher additional time in which to take the
performance portion of the assessment.
I. If the provisionally certified teacher has taken but not passed the performance assessment by
the expiration date on the extended certificate pursuant to subsection (H)(1) or (2) of this
Section, the individual may reapply for a provisional certificate after one year, upon
verification of the following:
1. Efforts to remediate deficiencies identified in the performance assessment,
2. Passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment, and
3. Completion of the requirements for the provisional certificate which are in effect at the
time of reapplication.
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Update on proposed amendments to R7-2-611 regarding Special
Education Teaching Certificates

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
After receiving input from the field, the Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met on
September 27, 2017 and October 6, 2017 to discuss amendments to several rules
governing educator certification, including R7-2-611 regarding Special Education
Teaching Certificates.
Attached is a draft of amendments to R7-2-611 as recommended by CAC on October 6,
2017 and opened by the Board at the December 4, 2017 meeting. A public hearing was
held on January 3, 2018.
CAC met on February 6, 2018 and provided additional proposed technical and
conforming changes to the rule. The CAC also recommended educator preparation
programs verify the necessary information regarding the capstone experience
exemption for paraprofessionals, rather than the applicant and the school. Revisions to
the attached rule are highlighted in yellow.
Technical and Conforming Changes
•
•
•
•
•

Remove references to reciprocity as there is a separate rule that addresses
reciprocity for all certificates
Modify rule structure to go four levels deep to conform to rulemaking guidelines
Strike references to specific proficiency examinations to reference directly to the
proficiency examination rule
For the mild-to-moderate special education certificate, strike the reference to
subject knowledge examination, as there is one examination that covers both the
subject knowledge and professional knowledge portions for this certificate.
Striking antiquated language referencing old certificates
Capstone Experience Exemption for Paraprofessionals

Currently, paraprofessionals seeking dual certification in a special education certification
and an elementary, middle school or secondary education certification are required to
complete capstone experiences in both the special education and the elementary,
middle school or secondary education field.
The rule proposal recommends the following:
Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

•

Arizona State Board of Education Meeting
February 26, 2018
Item 4I1
Page 2 of 2

Exempt paraprofessionals seeking dual certification from the mild-to-moderate
and early childhood special education capstone experience if the educator
preparation program that the paraprofessional is enrolled in verifies the following:
o The student was employed continuously as a paraprofessional whose
primary assignment was working with students in the appropriate special
education classroom for two years;
o The student received evaluations, in each of the two preceding years,
indicating effectiveness in performance;
o The student completes a capstone experience in elementary, middle
school or secondary education; and
o The student demonstrates competencies as outlined.

The CAC will review the rule again at its March meeting and another public hearing will
be held on the proposed changes. Staff will bring a recommendation to close
rulemaking at the March 26, 2018 Board meeting.
Recommendation to the Board
This item is for information only and no action is requested at this time.
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R7-2-611. Special Education Teaching Certificates
A. Except as noted, all certificates are subject to the general certification provisions in R7-2-607
and the renewal requirements in R7-2-619. An Early Childhood Special Education certificate as
described in this Section is not required for individuals who hold the Early Childhood endorsement
as described in R7-2-615 in combination with an Arizona cross-categorical, specialized special
education, or moderate to severe disabilities teaching certificate as described in this Section. An
Early Childhood Special Education certificate as described in this Section is not required for
individuals who hold the Early Childhood Teaching Certificate as described in R7-2-608 in
combination with an Arizona cross-categorical, specialized special education, or moderate to
severe disabilities teaching certificate as described in this Section.
B. Terms used in this Section are defined in A.R.S. § 15-761.
C. Standard Professional Cross-Categorical Special Education Certificate – grades K
through 12 for applications received through December 31, 2015, and Standard Professional
Mild-Moderate Disabilities Special Education Certificate - grades K through 12 for applications
received on and after January 1, 2016.
1. The certificate is valid for three years and is not renewable but may be extended as set
forth in R7-2-606(H) or (I).
2. The holder is qualified to teach students with mild to moderate autism, intellectual disabilities,
traumatic brain injury, emotional disability, specific learning disability, orthopedic impairments
and/or other health impairments.
3. 2. The requirements are:
a. A bachelor’s degree,
b. One of the following:
i. Completion of a teacher preparation program in special education from an accredited
institution which included courses in the instruction and behavior management of students with
mild-moderate disabilities; or
ii. A valid mild-moderate special education certificate from another state; or
iii. Semester hours of education courses as follows:
(1) For applications received through December 31, 2015: Forty-five semester hours of
education courses which teach the standards described in R7-2-602, including 21 semester
hours of special education courses and eight semester hours of practicum with students
representing at least three of the five disability areas. Special education courses shall include
survey of exceptional students; teaching methodologies and strategies for students with
disabilities; foundations course in mild to moderate mental retardation intellectual
disabilities, learning disability, emotional disabilities, and physical/health impairment; and
diagnosis and assessment of mild disabilities. Two years of verified teaching experience in
special education in grades K through 12 may substitute for the eight semester hours of
practicum; or
(2) For applications received on and after January 1, 2016: Forty-five semester hours of
education courses which teach the standards described in R7-2-602, including a minimum of 37
semester hours of special education courses with shall include: and eight semester hours of
practicum with students with mild-moderate disabilities. Special education courses shall
include foundations of special education, legal aspects, effective collaboration and
communication practices, research-based instruction in mathematics, research-based
instruction in English language arts, classroom management and behavior analysis,
1
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assessment and eligibility, language development and disorders, and electives. Two years of
verified teaching experience in mild-moderate special education, grades K through 12 may
substitute for the eight semester hours of practicum.
(a) Foundations of special education;
(b) Legal aspects;
(c) Effective collaboration and communication practices;
(d) Research-based instruction in math;
(e) Research-based instruction in English language arts;
(f) Classroom management and behavior analysis;
(g) Assessment and eligibility;
(h) Language development and disorders;
(i) Electives; and a minimum of eight semester hours of practicum with students with mildmoderate disabilities. Two years of verified teaching experience in mild-moderate special
education in grades K through 12 may substitute for the eight semester hours of practicum.
c. A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment,
d. A passing score on the special education subject knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment, unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degree in mild
to moderate special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the subject knowledge
examination, and
e. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
D. Standard Professional Mild-Moderate Disabilities Special Education Certificate grades
kindergarten through twelve for applications received on or after August 1, 2018.
1.
The holder is qualified to teach students with mild to moderate autism, intellectual
disabilities, traumatic brain injury, emotional disability, specific learning disability, orthopedic
impairments and/or other health impairments.
2.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in special education from a
Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited institution offering
substantially similar training addressing the following topics and any others as required by law:
i.
Research-based systematic phonics;
ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support readers of varying ages
and ability levels, including students with dyslexia;
iii.
Instructional design and lesson planning, including specially
designed instruction;
iv.
The learning environment, including classroom and behavioral
management;
v.
Instructional delivery, facilitation and methodologies;
vi.
Legal aspects of special education, including individualized
education programs and transition planning;
vii.
Effective collaboration and communication practices, including
modifications and accommodations;
viii. Research-based instruction in math;
2
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ix.
x.

Research-based instruction in English language arts;
Assessment and eligibility, including monitoring and reporting

requirements;
xi.
Language development and disorders;
xii.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct;
xiii. Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604 in
mild-moderate special education in grades kindergarten through twelve, which may be completed
during the valid period of a teaching intern certificate. One year of verified teaching experience in
mild-moderate special education in grades kindergarten through twelve may substitute for the
capstone experience requirement. Two years of verified paraprofessional experience in mildmoderate special education in grades kindergarten through twelve may substitute for the capstone
experience requirement together with a letter of recommendation from the employing
administrator supporting the substitution of capstone experience and a current written evaluation
of effectiveness. For individuals seeking dual certification, any capstone experience requirements
may be met through separate eight-week capstone experiences in each of the certification areas
sought.
c.
A passing score on the special education professional knowledge portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment;
d.
A passing score on the special education subject knowledge portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment, unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral
degree in mild to moderate special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the subject
knowledge examination; and
e.
A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
3.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (D)(2)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Mild-Moderate Disabilities Special Education
Certificate grades kindergarten through twelve that includes evidence of two years of verified fulltime teaching experience in mild to moderate disabilities special education in grades kindergarten
through twelve and Board-approved or accredited training or coursework which teaches the
knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections (D)(2)(b)(i)-(xii). One year of
verified full-time teaching experience in mild to moderate disabilities special education in
grades kindergarten through twelve may be substituted for the capstone experience.
4. Applicants seeking dual certification Board approved educator preparation
programs leading to the mild-moderate disabilities certificate and an elementary, middle
school, or secondary education certificate certification may be exempted from exempt
students from the mild-to-moderate special education capstone experience upon the completion
of the following:
a. Verification from a school district or charter school that for the two years
preceding the application, the applicant that the student was employed continuously as a
paraprofessional whose primary responsibility was working with students in mild-to-moderate
special education classrooms for the two years preceding commencement of the capstone
experience in elementary, middle school, or secondary education; and
b. Verification from the applicable district or charter school administrator that
the applicant for certification student received evaluations, in each of the preceding two years
of employment as a paraprofessional, indicating effectiveness in performance; and
3
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c. Verification from the education program provider that the applicant has
successfully completed a Completion of the capstone experience in elementary, middle school
or secondary education and the applicant has demonstrated demonstration of all of the
following competencies during the dual certification educator preparation program: education
preparation program in all of the following:
i. Participation on a multi-disciplinary evaluation team;
ii. Participation in and drafting of an acceptable Individualized Education
Program; and
iii. Planning and delivery of specially designed instruction for a class of
students.
E. Provisional Specialized Special Education Certificate – grades K through 12.
1. The certificate is valid for three years and is not renewable but may be extended as set forth
in R7-2-606(H) or (I).
2. No new applications for a Provisional Specialized Education Certificate will be accepted after
December 31, 2015.
3. The holder is qualified to teach students with intellectual disabilities, emotional disability,
specific learning disability, orthopedic impairments or other health impairments, as specified on
the certificate.
4. The requirements are:
a. A bachelor’s degree,
b. One of the following:
i. Completion of a teacher preparation program in the specified area of special education
from an accredited institution; or
ii. Forty-five semester hours of education courses which teach the knowledge and skills
described in R7-2-602, including 21 semester hours of special education courses and eight
semester hours of practicum in the designated area of disability. Special education courses
shall include survey of exceptional students, teaching methodologies for students with
disabilities, foundations of instruction in the designated area of disability, and diagnosis and
assessment of disabilities. Two years of verified teaching experience in the area of disability
in grades K through 12 may be substituted for the eight semester hours of practicum; or
iii. A valid special education certificate in the specified area from another state.
c. A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment,
d. A passing score on the specified disability special education portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment, and
e. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
F. Standard Professional Specialized Special Education Certificate – grades K through 12.
1. The certificate is valid for twelve years and may be renewed.
2. The holder is qualified to teach students with intellectual disabilities, emotional disability,
specific learning disability, orthopedic impairments or other health impairments, as specified on
the certificate.
3. The requirements are:

4
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a. A valid provisional Arizona Provisional Specialized Special Education certificate, or a
Provisional Specialized Special Education certificate which has not expired for more than
one year;
b. A passing score on the performance portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment; and
c. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
G. Standard Professional Severely and Profoundly Disabled Certificate – grades K through 12.
1. The holder is qualified to teach students with severe and profound disabilities.
2. The requirements are:
a. A bachelor’s degree,
b. One of the following:
i. Completion of a teacher preparation program in severely and profoundly disabled education
from an accredited institution; or
ii. A valid severe and profound special education certificate from another state; or
iii. Semester hours of education courses as follows:
(1) For applications received through December 31, 2015: Forty-five semester hours of
education courses which teach the knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602, including 21
semester hours of special education courses and eight semester hours of practicum. Special
education courses shall include survey of exceptional students, teaching methodologies for
students with severe and profound disabilities, foundations of instruction of students with
severe and profound disabilities, and diagnostic and assessment procedures for students with
severe and profound disabilities. Two years of verified teaching experience with students in
grades PreK-12 who are severely and profoundly disabled may be substituted for the eight
semester hours of practicum; or
(2) For applications received on and after January 1, 2016: Forty-five semester hours of
education courses which teach the standards described in R7-2-602, including 37 semester hours
of special education courses with shall include: and eight semester hours of practicum with
students with severe and profound disabilities. Special education courses shall include
foundations of low incidence disabilities, legal aspects, effective collaboration and
communication practices, adaptive communication, instructional strategies across the
curriculum, classroom management and behavior analysis, assessment and eligibility, and
electives. Two years of verified special education teaching experience in with students with
severe and profound disabilities, grades K through 12 may substitute for the eight semester
hours of practicum.
(a) Foundations low incidence disabilities;
(b) Legal aspects;
(c) Effective collaboration and communication practices;
(d) Adaptive communication;
(e) Instructional strategies across the curriculum;
(f) Classroom management and behavior analysis;
(g) Assessment and eligibility;
(h) Electives; and a minimum of eight semester hours of practicum with students with
severe and profound disabilities. Two years of verified teaching experience in special

5
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education in grades K through 12 with students who have severe and profound disabilities
may substitute for the eight semester hours of practicum.
c. A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment,
d. A passing score on the severely and profoundly disabled special education subject
knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, unless the applicant has a
bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degree in severe to profound special education or otherwise
qualifies for a waiver of the subject knowledge examination, and
e. A valid fingerprint card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
H. Standard Professional Moderate to Severe Disabilities Certificate – grades kindergarten
through twelve for applications received on or after August 1, 2018.
1.
The holder is qualified to teach students with moderate to severe disabilities.
2.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in moderate to severe
disabilities education from a Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited
institution offering substantially similar training addressing the following topics and any others as
required by law:
i.
Research-based systematic phonics;
ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support readers of varying ages
and ability levels, including students with dyslexia;
iii.
Instructional design and lesson planning, including specially
designed instruction;
iv.
The learning environment, including classroom and individual
behavioral management;
v.
Instructional delivery, facilitation and methodologies for teaching
research-based instruction in math and English language arts;
vi.
Legal aspects of special education, including individualized
education programs and transition planning;
vii.
Effective collaboration and communication practices, including
modifications and accommodations;
viii. Adaptive communication, including language development and
disorders;
ix.
Assessment and eligibility, including monitoring and reporting
requirements;
x.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct;
xi.
Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604 in
special education in moderate to severe disabilities grades K through 12, which may be completed
during the valid period of a teaching intern certificate. One year of verified full-time teaching
experience in special education in moderate to severe disabilities grades kindergarten through
twelve may substitute for the capstone experience requirement. For individuals seeking dual
certification, any capstone experience requirements may be met through separate eight-week
capstone experiences in each of the certification areas sought.
6
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c.
A passing score on the moderate to severe or severe and profound
professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment,
d.
A passing score on the elementary education subject knowledge portion
of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or
doctoral degree in moderate to severe special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the
subject knowledge examination, and
e.
A valid fingerprint card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
3.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (H)(2)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Moderate to Severe Disabilities Certificate grades
kindergarten through twelve that includes evidence of two years of verified full-time teaching
experience in moderate to severe disabilities special education in grades kindergarten through
twelve and Board-approved or accredited training or coursework which teaches the knowledge and
skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections (H)(2)(b)(i)-(x). One year of verified full-time
teaching experience in moderate to severe disabilities special education in grades
kindergarten through twelve may be substituted for the capstone experience.
I. Standard Professional Hearing Impaired Certificate – birth through grade 12. The
requirements are:
1. A bachelor’s degree,
2. One of the following:
a. Completion of a teacher preparation program in hearing impaired education from an accredited
institution; or
b. Forty-five semester hours of education courses which teach the knowledge and skills described
in R7-2-602, including 21 semester hours of special education courses for the hearing impaired
and eight semester hours of practicum. Special education courses shall include survey of
exceptional students, teaching methodologies for students with hearing impairment, foundations
of instruction of students with hearing impairment, and diagnostic and assessment procedures for
the hearing impaired. Two years of verified teaching experience in the area of hearing impaired in
grades PreK-12 may be substituted for the eight semester hours of practicum; or
c. A valid hearing impaired certificate from another state.
3. A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment,
4. A passing score on the hearing impaired special education subject knowledge portion of
the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or
doctoral degree in hearing impaired special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the
subject knowledge examination, and
5. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
J.
Standard Professional Hearing Impaired Certificate – birth through grade twelve for
applications received on or after August 1, 2018.
1.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in hearing impaired education
from a Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited institution offering
substantially similar training addressing the following topics and any others as required by law:
i.
Research-based systematic phonics;
7
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ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support readers of varying ages
and ability levels, including students with dyslexia;
iii.
Survey of exceptional students;
iv.
Teaching methodologies for students with hearing impairment;
v.
Foundations of instruction of students with hearing impairment;
vi.
Diagnostic and assessment procedures for the hearing impaired;
vii.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct;
viii. Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604 in
hearing impaired special education birth through grade twelve, which may be completed during
the valid period of a teaching intern certificate. One year of verified full-time teaching experience
in the area of hearing impaired in birth through grade twelve may be substituted for the capstone
experience requirement. For individuals seeking dual certification, any capstone experience
requirements may be met through separate eight-week capstone experiences in each of the
certification areas sought.
c.
A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment;
d.
A passing score on the hearing impaired special education subject
knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment unless the applicant has a
bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degree in hearing impaired special education or otherwise qualifies
for a waiver of the subject knowledge examination; and
e.
A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of
Public Safety.
2.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (J)(1)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Hearing Impaired Certificate – birth through grade
twelve that includes evidence of receipt of two years of verified full-time teaching experience in
hearing impaired special education birth through grade twelve and training or coursework which
teaches the knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections (J)(1)(b)(i)-(vii). One
year of verified full-time teaching experience in hearing impaired special education in birth
through grade twelve may be substituted for the capstone experience.
K. Standard Professional Visually Impaired Certificate – birth through grade 12.
1. The certificate is valid for three years and is not renewable but may be extended as set
forth in R7-2-606(H) or (I).
2. The requirements are:
a. A bachelor’s degree,
b. One of the following:
i. Completion of a teacher preparation program in visual impairment from an accredited
institution; or
ii. Forty-five semester hours of education courses which teach the knowledge and skills
described in R7-2-602, including 21 semester hours of special education courses for the visually
impaired and eight semester hours of practicum. Special education courses shall include survey of
exceptional students, teaching methodologies for students with visual impairment, foundations of
instruction of students with visual impairment, and diagnostic and assessment procedures for the
visually impaired. Two years of verified teaching experience in the area of visually impaired in
grades PreK-12 may be substituted for the eight semester hours of practicum; or
8
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iii. A valid visually impaired special education certificate from another state.
c. A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency
Assessment,
d. A passing score on the visually impaired special education subject knowledge portion of
the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, and
e. Demonstration of competency in Braille through one of the following:
i. A passing score on the original version of the National Library of Congress certification exam,
or
ii. A valid certificate for a literary Braille transcriber issued by the National Library of Congress,
or
iii. A passing score on a Braille exam administered by another state, or
iv. A passing score on the Braille exam developed and administered by the University of Arizona.
Individuals who take this test and are not students at the University of Arizona may be assessed a
fee.
f. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
L. Standard Professional Visually Impaired Certificate – birth through grade 12 for
applications received on or after August 1, 2018.
1.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in visual impairment from a
Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited institution offering
substantially similar training addressing the following topics and any others as required by law:
i.
Research-based systematic phonics;
ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support readers of varying ages
and ability levels, including students with dyslexia;
iii.
Survey of exceptional students;
iv.
Teaching methodologies for students with visual impairment;
v.
Foundations of instruction of students with visual impairment;
vi.
Diagnostic and assessment procedures for the visually impaired;
vii.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct;
viii. Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604 in
visually impaired special education birth through grade twelve, which may be completed during
the valid period of a teaching intern certificate. One year of verified full-time teaching experience
in the area of visually impaired in birth through grade twelve may be substituted for the capstone
experience requirement. For individuals seeking dual certification, any capstone experience
requirements may be met through separate eight-week capstone experiences in each of the
certification areas sought.
c.
A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment,
d.
A passing score on the visually impaired special education subject
knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, and
e.
Demonstration of competency in Braille through one of the following:
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i.
A passing score on the original version of the National Library of
Congress certification exam, or
ii.
A valid certificate for a literary Braille transcriber issued by the
National Library of Congress, or
iii.
A passing score on a Braille exam administered by another state, or
iv.
A passing score on the Braille exam developed and administered by
the University of Arizona. Individuals who take this test and are not students at the University of
Arizona may be assessed a fee.
f.
A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of
Public Safety.
2.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (L)(1)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Visually Impaired Certificate – birth through grade
twelve that includes evidence of two years of verified full-time teaching experience in visually
impaired special education birth through grade twelve and Board-approved or accredited training
or coursework which teaches the knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections
(L)(1)(b)(i)-(vii). One year of verified full-time teaching experience in visually impaired
special education in birth through grade twelve may be substituted for the capstone
experience.
M. Standard Professional Early Childhood Special Education Certificate – birth through 5
years for applications received through December 31, 2015, and birth Birth through age 8 or
grade 3 for applications received on and after January 1, 2016.
1.The requirements are:
a. A bachelor’s degree,
b. One of the following:
i. Completion of a teacher preparation program in early childhood special education from an
accredited institution; or.
ii. A valid early childhood special education certificate from another state; or
iii. Early childhood education coursework and practicum experience which teaches the
knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602 and includes the following:
(1) For applications received through December 31, 2015: Forty-five semester hours of
education courses which teach the standards described in R7-2-602, including child
development and learning, language development, social and emotional development,
curriculum development and implementation, and assessment and evaluation, early
childhood special education, and eight semester hours of practicum in early childhood
special education. Two years of verified teaching experience in the area of early childhood
special education may be substituted for the eight semester hours of practicum; or
(2) For applications received on and after January 1, 2016:
1. Thirty-seven semester hours of early childhood education courses which teach the
standards described in R7-2-602, to include all of the following areas of study:
a. Foundations early childhood education and special education;
b. Behavioral interventions for children with an without disabilities;
c. Characteristics and quality practices for typical and atypical behaviors of young
children;
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d. Typical and atypical child growth and development, including health, safety and
nutrition with an emphasis on special health care needs for children birth through grade 3;
e. Child, family, cultural and community relationships including community organizations
that support and assist children with disabilities and their families;
f. Developmentally appropriate instructional and inclusive methodologies for teaching
social and emotional development, language arts, math, science, social studies, the arts and
diagnosis and remediation of learning difficulties;
g. Early language and literacy development including communication methods in early
childhood education/special education;
h. Assessment and evaluation for early childhood special education to include observing,
assessing, monitoring and reporting on the progress of young children; and
2. A minimum of eight semester hours of practicum, including:
a. A minimum of four semester hours in a supervised field experience, practicum,
internship or student teaching setting serving children with identified special needs birth
through preschool or one year of full-time teaching experience with children identified with
specials needs birth through preschool, and
b. A minimum of four semester hours in a supervised student teaching setting serving
children with identified special needs in kindergarten through grade 3 or one year of full
time teaching experience with children identified with special needs kindergarten through
grade 3.
c. A passing score on the early childhood subject knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher
Proficiency Assessment, unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degree in early
childhood special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the subject knowledge
examination,
d. A passing score on the early childhood special education professional knowledge portion
of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, and.
e. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
2. Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (M)(1)(b) with completion of the
following:
a. Thirty-seven semester hours of early childhood education which teach the standards
described in R7-2-602 which include the following areas of study:
i.
Foundations early childhood education and special education;
ii.
Behavioral interventions for children with and without disabilities;
iii. Characteristics and quality practices for typical and atypical behaviors of young
children;
iv. Typical and atypical child growth and development, including health, safety and
nutrition with an emphasis on special health care needs for children birth through
grade 3;
v.
Child, family, cultural and community relationships including community
organizations that support and assist children with disabilities and their families;
vi.
Developmentally appropriate instructional and inclusive methodologies for
teaching social and emotional development, language arts, math, science, social
studies, and the arts;
vii. Diagnosis and remediation of learning difficulties;
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viii.
ix.
x.

xi.

Early language and literacy development including communication methods in
early childhood education/special education;
Assessment and evaluation for early childhood special education to include
observing, assessing, monitoring and reporting on the progress of young children;
A minimum of four semester hours in a supervised field experience, practicum,
internship or student teaching setting serving children with identified special
needs birth through preschool or one year of full-time teaching experience with
children identified with specials needs birth through preschool;
A minimum of four semester hours in a supervised student teaching setting serving
children with identified special needs in kindergarten through grade 3 or one year
of full time teaching experience with children identified with special needs
kindergarten through grade 3.

N. Standard Professional Early Childhood Special Education Certificate – birth through age
eight or grade three for applications received on or after August 1, 2018.
1.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in early childhood special
education from a Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited institution
offering substantially similar training addressing the following topics and any others as required
by law:
i.
Research-based systematic phonics;
ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support readers of varying ages
and ability levels, including students with dyslexia;
iii.
Teaching students with exceptionalities;
iv.
Characteristics and quality practices for typical and atypical
behaviors of young children, including behavioral interventions for children with and without
disabilities;
v.
Typical and atypical child growth and development, including
health, safety and nutrition with an emphasis on special health care needs for children birth through
grade three;
vi.
Child, family, cultural and community relationships including
community organizations that support and assist children with disabilities and their families;
vii.
Developmentally appropriate instructional and inclusive
methodologies for teaching social and emotional development, language arts, math, science, social
studies, the arts and diagnosis and remediation of learning difficulties;
viii. Early language and literacy development including communication
methods in early childhood education/special education;
ix.
Assessment and evaluation for early childhood special education to
include observing, assessing, monitoring and reporting on the progress of young children;
x.
Substantial experience in practicum as described in R7-2-604
serving children with exceptionalities birth through preschool;
xi.
Professional responsibility and ethical conduct; and
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xii.
Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604
serving children with exceptionalities in kindergarten through grade three, which may be
completed during the valid period of a teaching intern certificate. For individuals seeking dual
certification, any capstone experience requirements may be met through separate eight-week
capstone experiences in each of the certification areas sought.
c.
A passing score on the early childhood special education professional
knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment,
d.
A passing score on the early childhood subject knowledge portion of the
Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment unless the applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or
doctoral degree in early childhood special education or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the
subject knowledge examination, and
e.
A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of
Public Safety.
2.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (N)(1)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Early Childhood Special Education Certificate –
birth through age eight or grade three that includes two years of verified full-time teaching
experience in early childhood special education serving children birth through prekindergarten and
kindergarten through grade three and Board-approved or accredited training or coursework which
teaches the knowledge and skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections (N)(1)(b)(i)-(xi). One
year of verified full-time teaching experience in early childhood special education serving
children birth through prekindergarten and children kindergarten through grade three may
be substituted for the capstone experience.
3. Applicants seeking dual certification who are completing a Board approved programs
leading to certification in early childhood special education and early childhood teaching
may be exempted from the exempt a student from the early childhood special education
capstone experience upon the completion of the following if the student meets the following
requirements:
a. Verification from a school district or charter school that for the two years preceding
the application, the applicant was that the student was employed continuously as a
paraprofessional working with students in early childhood special education for two years
preceding commencement of the early childhood teaching capstone experience;
b. Verification from the applicable district or charter school administrator that
the applicant for certification student received evaluations, in each of the preceding two
years of employment as a paraprofessional, indicating effectiveness in performance; and
c. Verification from the education program provider that the applicant has
successfully completed a Completion of the capstone experience in early childhood
education and the applicant has demonstrated competencies during the dual
certification education preparation program in all of the following demonstration of
all of the following competencies during the educator preparation program:
i.
Participation on a multi-disciplinary evaluation team;
ii.
Participation in and drafting of an acceptable individualized education program;
and
iii. Planning and delivery of specially designed instruction for a class of students.
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O. Provisional Cross-Categorical Special Education Certificate – grades K through 12
1. No new applications for the Provisional Cross-Categorical Special Education
certificate are accepted as of December 31, 2015.
2. Individuals who hold a valid Provisional Cross-Categorical Special Education
certificate are qualified to teach students with mild to moderate autism, intellectual
disabilities, traumatic brain injury, emotional disability, specific learning disability,
orthopedic impairments and/or other health impairments.
3. The Provisional certificate may not be renewed or extended. Individuals who hold
a valid Provisional Cross-Categorical Special Education certificate, or a Provisional
Cross-Categorical certificate which has not expired for more than one year, may
apply for a Standard Professional Cross-Categorical Special Education certificate.
P. Standard Professional Cross-Categorical Special Education Certificate – grades K
through 12.
1. The Standard Professional Cross-Categorical is valid for 12 years and may be
renewed.
2. Individuals who hold a valid Standard Professional Cross-Categorical Special
Education certificate are qualified to teach students with mild to moderate autism,
intellectual disabilities, traumatic brain injury, emotional disability, specific learning
disability, orthopedic impairments and/or other health impairments.
3. The requirements are:
a. An Arizona Provisional Cross-Categorical Special Education Certificate
that is either valid or has not expired for more than one year.
b. A valid fingerprint clearance card issued by the Arizona Department of
Public Safety.
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Update on proposed rules to R7-2-609.01 regarding the creation of a
Middle Grades Teaching Certificate.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
After receiving input from the field, the Certification Advisory Committee (CAC) met on
September 27, 2017 and October 6, 2017 to discuss amendments to several rules governing
educator certification, including the creation of a middle grades teaching certificate.
Attached is a draft of R7-2-609.01 as recommended by CAC on September 27, 2017 and
opened by the Board at the December 4, 2017 meeting. A public hearing was held on January
3, 2018 and no public comments were submitted.
Below is a summary of the changes, including recommended technical changes since the rule
was opened in December:
•
•

•
•

Middle Grades Teaching Certificate - Grades 5 - 9
Creates a middle grades teaching certificate for grades five through nine.
Requirements for the middle grades teaching certificate include the following:
o A bachelor's degree;
o Completion of a teacher preparation program in middle grades education that
addresses outlined topics that align to other certificates;
o A passing score on the professional knowledge and subject knowledge portions
of the proficiency assessment unless the applicant meets already established
exemption criteria; and
o A valid fingerprint clearance card.
Additional Recommended Changes
Remove the reference to the specific middle grades subject knowledge portion to ensure
all references to the proficiency assessment are directed to the proficiency assessment
rule.
Remove confusing language regarding the capstone experience waiver.
o Applicants that seek the certificate via the option under paragraph 2 may obtain
the certificate with the appropriate training or coursework and two years of
verified full-time teaching experience.
o The two years of verified full time teaching experience also waives the capstone
experience, therefore the language that waives the capstone experience with one
year of verified full-time teaching experience is confusing and can be stricken.

The Board will hold another public hearing on the proposed changes and bring a
recommendation to close rulemaking at the March Board meeting.
Recommendation to the Board
This item is for information only and no action is requested at this time.
Contact Information:
Alicia Williams, Executive Director, State Board of Education
Catcher Baden, Deputy Director, State Board of Education
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R7-2-609.01. Middle Grades Teaching Certificate
A. Except as noted, all certificates are subject to the general certification provisions in R7-2607 and the renewal requirements in R7-2-619.
B. Standard Professional Middle Grades Certificate – grades five through nine
1.
The requirements include all of the following:
a.
A bachelor’s degree;
b.
Completion of a teacher preparation program in middle grades education
from a Board-approved educator preparation program or from an accredited
institution offering substantially similar training, addressing the following topics
and any others as required by law:
i.
Early adolescent psychology;
ii.
Research-based instructional strategies for delivering differentiated
reading instruction, assessment, intervention and remediation to support
readers of varying ages and ability levels, including students with
dyslexia;
iii.
Instructional design and lesson planning, including modifications
and accommodations;
iv.
The learning environment, including classroom management;
v.
Developmentally appropriate instructional delivery, facilitation and
methodologies;
vi.
Assessing, monitoring and reporting progress;
vii.
Teaching students with exceptionalities;
viii. Professional responsibility and ethical conduct; and
ix.
Twelve weeks of capstone experience as described in R7-2-604 in
grades five through nine, which may be completed during the valid period
of a teaching intern or student teaching intern certificate. One year of
verified full-time teaching experience in grades five through nine may be
substituted for the capstone experience requirement. For individuals
seeking dual certification, any capstone experience requirements may be
met through separate eight-week capstone experiences in each of the
certification areas sought.
c.
A passing score on the professional knowledge portion of the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Assessment;
d.
A passing score on a middle grades education at least one subject
knowledge portion of the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Assessment, unless the
applicant has a bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degree in the relevant content area
or otherwise qualifies for a waiver of the subject knowledge assessment; and
e.
A valid fingerprint card issued by the Arizona Department of Public Safety.
2.
Applicants may meet the requirements in subsection (B)(1)(b) with the submission
of an application for the Standard Professional Middle Grades certificate that includes
evidence of two years of verified full-time teaching experience in grades five through nine,
and Board-approved or accredited training or coursework which teaches the knowledge
and skills described in R7-2-602 and subsections (B)(1)(b)(i)-(viii). One year of verified
full-time teaching experience in grades five through nine may be substituted for the
capstone experience.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue:

Arizona State Board of Education Meeting
February 26, 2018
Item #5A1
Page 1 of 1

Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the
Recommendation to Approve the Voluntary Surrender for Brian
Richard Keith, Case# C-2016-238.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Brian Keith holds a Substitute certificate, which is valid until September 23, 2021.
The investigative unit received a report from the Department of Public Safety that Mr.
Keith’s fingerprint clearance card had been suspended. Keith embezzled
$6,706.49 from his employer and was arrested. On May 10, 2016, Keith pled guilty to
one count of Theft, a Class 6 Undesignated Felony and Theft/ Class 4 Felony.
Mr. Keith was contacted by the Investigative Unit and surrendered his Arizona
teaching certificate on December 21, 2017.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the voluntary surrender of
any and all certificates held by Brian Keith, and that all states and territories be so notified.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Item #5A2
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Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the
Recommendation to Approve the Voluntary Surrender for Ronald
James Mathis, Case# C-2017-799.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Ronald Mathis holds a Substitute certificate, which is valid until August 28, 2020, and a
Subject Matter Expert Standard Teaching 6-12 certificate, which is valid until August 28,
2029.
The Investigative Unit received a report from the Department of Public Safety that Mr.
Mathis’ fingerprint clearance card had been suspended. On or about September 13,
2017, Mathis was arrested and charged with misdemeanor prostitution.
On December 4, 2017, Mathis entered into a plea agreement in which he plead to count
one amended count of Attempt to Practice Chiropractic Without a License. As part of the
plea agreement, he agreed to surrender his Arizona Teaching certificates.
Mr. Mathis was contacted by the Investigative Unit and surrendered his Arizona teaching
certificate on December 6, 2017.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the voluntary surrender of
any and all certificates held by Ronald Mathis, and that all states and territories be so
notified.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the
Recommendation to Approve the Voluntary Surrender for David
E. Rastovski, Case# C-2017-073.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
David Rastovski holds a Standard Secondary Education 6-12 certificate, which is valid
until March 15, 2022.
Rastovski was a physical education teacher at Coatimundi Middle School. On January
18, 2017, the Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s Office responded to a report of an alleged
assault on a student that took place at the school on January 13, 2017. The Sheriff’s
Office investigation found that Rastovski had touched a student’s buttocks during a
physical education class, which was witnessed by other students. As a result, he was
charged with Aggravated Assault of a Minor.
Rastovski entered into a plea negotiation with the Santa Cruz County Attorney’s Office,
and as part of the plea, Rastovski was required to surrender his teaching certificate. On
December 20, 2017, Rastovski pled guilty to Criminal Nuisance.
Rastovski voluntarily surrendered his Arizona teaching certificate on December 27, 2017.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the voluntary surrender of
any and all certificates held by David Rastovski, and that all states and territories be so
notified.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the
Recommendation to Approve the Voluntary Surrender for
Gregory Rothwell, Case# C-2016-028.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Gregory Rothwell holds a Substitute certificate which is valid until January 16, 2021.
The Investigative Unit received a report from the Department of Public Safety that
Rothwell’s fingerprint clearance card was suspended as a result of an arrest on or about
January 1, 2016, in Payson, Arizona for Felony Possession of Marijuana and Felony
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.
On January 1, 2016, Rothwell was a passenger in a vehicle with three other occupants.
An Arizona DPS Officer initiated a traffic stop and it was later found that Rothwell was in
possession of 11.4 grams of marijuana and a glass pipe used to smoke marijuana.
Rothwell was arrested and charged with Felony Possession of Marijuana and Felony
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.
The Investigative Unit contacted Rothwell and he voluntarily surrendered his Arizona
teaching certificate on January 2, 2018.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the voluntary surrender of
any and all certificates held by Gregory Rothwell, and that all states and territories be so
notified.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Issue: Consideration of Permanent Revocation of Certificate(s) for Kara Lynn
Loofborough, Case# C-2017-313 Pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-550.
Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Kara Loofborough held a Provisional Secondary Education, 6-12 certificate which
expired on December 22, 2018. She currently holds a Substitute certificate which is
valid until September 13, 2021.
On November 7, 2017, Loofborough was convicted of one count of Attempt to Commit
Sexual Exploitation of a Minor, a Class 3 Felony and dangerous crime against children,
and one count of Luring a Minor for Sexual Exploitation, also a Class 3 Felony and
dangerous crime against children.
This conviction constitutes unprofessional conduct pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-550
and warrants the immediate and permanent revocation of her Arizona teaching
certificate(s).
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that, pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-550, the State Board of
Education permanently revoke any and all certificates held by Kara Lynn Loofborough,
and that all states and territories be so notified.

Contact Information:
Alicia Williams
Executive Director
State Board of Education
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Issue: Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the Recommendation to

Approve the Negotiated Settlement Agreement for Vanessa
Apachee, Case# C-2017-635.
Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Apachee holds a Substitute certificate, which is valid until September 15, 2020.
Respondent worked continuously for Ganado Unified School District (''GUSD”)
from at least August 3, 2014 through December 20, 2014.
Between August 3, 2014, and the week ending December 20, 2014, Respondent
filed 20 weekly claims for Unemployment Insurance ("UI") benefits with the Arizona
Department of Economic Security (''ADES'). Respondent worked for, and earned wages
from, GUSD each of those 20 weeks. However, when Respondent filed each of the 20
weekly claims for UI benefits noted above, she provided false information to ADES by
failing to report that she had worked for, and earned wages from, GUSD each of the 20
weeks.
On March 25, 2015, ADES mailed a Determination of Overpayment Fraudulent
("Determination I") to Respondent notifying her that she had been overpaid UI benefits
in the amount of $1,710 during the 8-week time period from August 3, 2014 through
September 27, 2014.
The Determination I also notified Respondent that the overpayment had been
determined to be the result of fraud, and therefore a 15% penalty ($256.50) would be
added to the amount of the overpayment bringing the total amount owed by Respondent
to ADES to $1,966.50 for those 8 weeks.
On October 11, 2016, ADES mailed a Determination of Overpayment Fraudulent
(Determination II") to Respondent notifying her that she had been overpaid UI benefits
in the amount of $2,631 during the 12-week time period from September 28, 2014
through December 20, 2014.
The Determination II also notified Respondent that the overpayment had been
determined to be the result of fraud, and therefore a 15% penalty ($394.65) would be
added to the amount of the overpayment bringing the total amount owed by Respondent
to ADES to $3,025.65 for those 12 weeks.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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In December of 2016, a Direct Complaint was filed against Respondent in Maricopa
County Superior Court Case No. CR2016-007077-001 charging Respondent with 20
felony counts for the crimes of False Statement (18 counts); Fraudulent Schemes and
Practices (1 count); and Theft (1 count). These charges arose from Respondent’s failure
to report her earnings from GUSD when she filed her claims for UI benefits for 20
different weeks between August 3, 2014 and the week ending December 20, 2014.
Respondent retained counsel to represent her in the criminal case, and she was able to
negotiate a plea agreement in the case. As a precondition of the plea agreement,
Respondent paid $4,788.99 to ADES as full restitution for all criminal counts filed
against her.
Pursuant to the plea agreement on July 28, 2017, Respondent entered a plea of guilty
to one amended count of 'False Statement (Unemployment Compensation), a Class 1
Misdemeanor. Pursuant to the plea agreement, the other 19 criminal counts that had
been filed against Respondent were dismissed.
As a result of that criminal conviction for False Statement (Unemployment
Compensation), Respondent received court fines and assessments in the total amount
of $401, which she paid in full. Additionally, Respondent’s counsel made an oral motion
to the Court to Set Aside Judgment of Guilt pursuant to A.RS. § 13-907, and the Court
granted the motion to Set Aside Judgment of Guilt.
Settlement Agreement
Apachee consents to a one-year suspension of any and all of her teaching certificates.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the Negotiated Settlement
Agreement for Vanessa Apachee.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Issue: Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the Recommendation to

Approve the Negotiated Settlement Agreement for Jesse
Peterson, Case# C-2017-089R.
Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
On or about January 27, 2017, Peterson filed an application for certification with the
Arizona Department of Education for a Substitute certificate.
In September of 1989, Peterson was arrested by the Phoenix Police Department
("PPD") after he stole a VCR, a camera, a monitor, and a personal computer from a
business. Peterson submitted a written statement with his application describing this
arrest, which resulted in a Felony conviction.
On November 6, 1989, Peterson pled guilty in Maricopa County Superior Court to one
count of Theft, a Class 6 Felony, as a result of the September 1989 arrest. Peterson
was sentenced to three years of probation and ordered to pay restitution in the amount
of $645. On October 7, 1993, the Court issued an Order vacating that judgment of guilt,
dismissing the charges against Peterson, and restoring Peterson's civil rights, after
Peterson had successfully completed all of the terms of his probation.
On June 30, 1995, a PPD officer observed a vehicle in a parking lot with its door open
and with Peterson inside the vehicle. When he exited the vehicle, he had a bank card
and a withdrawal slip in his left hand. The vehicle did not belong to him; VC was the
owner of the vehicle, but he was not present at the scene because earlier in the evening
he had been taken to a police station. The PPD officer subsequently learned from VC
that no one had been given permission to be in his vehicle. The PPD officer then
arrested Peterson on charges of Burglary from a Vehicle, and Peterson was booked into
the Madison Jail and fingerprinted.
Approximately three weeks after Peterson's arrest VC stopped contacting the PPD
officer, and the PPD officer assumed that VC no longer desired prosecution of
Peterson. Peterson was never convicted of any crimes stemming from his June 30,
1995 arrest. Peterson failed to disclose any information on his application regarding
this arrest.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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On November 3, 2012, Peterson was detained by Costco Loss Prevention personnel at
a Costco store after he was observed removing a camera from a display and concealing
it on his person. The Avondale Police Department ("APD") was called to the Costco
store, and an APD officer issued Peterson a citation in lieu of detention for Shoplifting
by Concealment.
On November 14, 2012, Peterson pled no contest in Avondale City Court and was
convicted of a Misdemeanor as a result of the November 3, 2012 shoplifting incident.
Peterson was fine $500, which he paid that day.
On July 18, 2017, Peterson appeared before the PPAC for an application review
screening regarding his application for a Substitute certificate. At that review screening,
the PPAC voted unanimously (5-0) to recommend that the Board grant Peterson's
application for a Substitute certificate, despite its finding that Peterson had engaged in
unprofessional conduct, "contingent upon, should Mr. Peterson apply for any other
certificate in addition to his substitute certificate, he should come back before this
Committee and the State Board of Education."
On August 28, 2017, the matter was presented to the Board for discussion and possible
action regarding the July 18, 2017 PPAC recommendation to grant Peterson's
application for a Substitute certificate. At that meeting, the Board voted 7-2 to reject the
PPAC's recommendation and to deny Peterson's application for a Substitute certificate
on the grounds that he had engaged in unprofessional conduct. The Board then voted
unanimously (9-0) that Peterson be prohibited from submitting an application for
certification for a period of 5 years.
Peterson subsequently filed a timely appeal and request for a hearing under A.R.S. §
41-1065.
On December 12, 2017, Peterson appeared before the PPAC for a hearing regarding
his appeal of the Board's August 28, 2017 denial of his application for a Substitute
certificate. At that appeal hearing, the PPAC voted by majority (5-1) to recommend that
the Board grant Peterson's application for a Substitute certificate.
At a Board meeting on January 29, 2018, Board members discussed a willingness to
consider granting Peterson's application for certification, with conditions that if Peterson
was ever arrested for, or charged with, a criminal offense in the future he would waive
his due process rights to a disciplinary administrative hearing and his certificate would
be automatically revoked.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Peterson was present at the January 29, 2018 Board meeting, and he indicated that he
was amenable to accepting those conditions. The Board then voted in favor of a motion
to have a negotiated settlement agreement drafted and presented to the Board at a
future meeting.
Settlement Agreement with Conditions
The State Board of Education will grant Mr. Peterson’s application for certification with
the conditions that if Peterson is arrested for, or charged with, any criminal offense at
any time after the date this Agreement is approved and adopted by the Board, Peterson
waives his due process rights to a disciplinary administrative hearing and will be subject
to automatic revocation of any and all of his certificates, which is a disciplinary action
that will be reported to the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education
and Certification ("NASDTEC") and will bar Peterson from applying for any certificate for
five years.
Recommendation to the Board
It is recommended that the State Board of Education accept the Negotiated Settlement
Agreement, with conditions, for Jesse Peterson.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Issue: Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the Recommendation to
revoke any and all certificate(s) held by Jennifer R. Leis, Case# C-2017-147.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion

Jennifer Lies held a State of Arizona Reciprocal Provisional Elementary 1-8 certificate
which expired on October 20, 2017.
On or about October 28, 2003, a complaint was filed against Leis in McHenry
County Illinois Circuit Court for Domestic Battery, a Class A Misdemeanor, allegedly
ripping her fiancé’s shirt, scratching him on the chest stabbing him in the back with a
key. She was found not guilty of the charge.
During May 2007, Leis was arrested in Arlington Heights, Illinois, after she
destroyed some property belonging to the father of her third child. Leis was convicted
of Damage of Property and ordered to pay for any damages caused to his property.
On December 26, 2008, two complaints were filed against Leis in McHenry County
Illinois Circuit Court for two incidences of Domestic Battery, a Class A
Misdemeanor, for punching her sister in the face with a closed fist and cutting her
mother on the arm causing bleeding.
On February 3, 2009, Leis entered into a plea agreement, pleading guilty to
Attempted Domestic Battery, a Class B Misdemeanor. She was sentenced to
six months supervision, assessed a $150.00 fine and a $50.00 public defender fee,
and was ordered to receive an alcohol evaluation by an approved therapist within 60
days. She completed all of the terms of her sentencing.
On November 25, 2016, Leis was involved in a domestic disturbance with her
boyfriend while five other children were present. Leis and boyfriend had been
consuming alcohol and an argument broke out between the two. Leis grabbed his car
keys and a knife and went outside and attempted to slash and punctured one of the
tires on his vehicle. She then threw a folding chair at him, striking him in the right arm.
The boyfriend called the Police, and when Officers arrived she refused to come out of
the house for two hours. After she opened the door, she was arrested and charged
with DV Disorderly Conduct Fighting/Disruptive Behavior, and DV Assault per Domestic
Violence, and Theft (for taking the keys to his vehicle).
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On December 14, 2016, as a result of the November 25, 2016 arrest, Leis entered into a
12-month deferred prosecution agreement wherein she agreed to pay restitution of
$749.50 to her boyfriend, and commit no crimes (felony or misdemeanor).
On November 4, 2017, Leis was involved in a domestic disturbance with her at their home
in Yuma, AZ while minor children were present. Leis and boyfriend had been consuming
alcohol and an argument broke out between them with Leis throwing a beer bottle and a
fruit bowl on the floor, breaking both items. Leis then threw eggs at the kitchen wall
causing them to break. The boyfriend took the minor children to go to their bedroom so
they wouldn’t witness the altercation. He returned to the living room and observed Leis
pouring soy sauce on a couch while yelling profanities towards him. He contacted the
Yuma Police at this time.
The Police arrived and observed that Leis was intoxicated, unable to maintain her
balance, swaying back and forth while she was standing. The Police arrested Leis and
charged her with Domestic Violence Disorderly Conduct Fighting/Disruptive Behavior and
Domestic Violence Criminal Damage. While in Police custody, she continued her
disruptive behavior and was transported to the Yuma County Detention Center.
On December 1, 2017, Leis entered into a 12-month deferred prosecution agreement as
a result of the November 4, 2017 arrest. As part of the agreement, she was ordered to
(1) complete anger management counseling and alcohol counseling, (2) pay a $500.00
administrative fee and (3) not to commit any crimes (felony or misdemeanor).
Recommendation of the Professional Practices Advisory Committee (“PPAC”)
The PPAC, at its January 9, 2018 meeting, recommended, by a vote of 4 to 0, that the
State Board of Education revoke any and all certificates held by Jennifer Leis.
Recommendation to the Board
That the State Board of Education accept the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Recommendation of the Professional Practices Advisory Committee to revoke any and
all of Jennifer Leis’ teaching certificates and that all states and territories be notified.
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Issue: Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding the Recommendation to
revoke any and all certificate(s) held by Laura Belton, Case# C-2015-079.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
Laura Belton holds a State of Arizona Standard Cross Categorical Special Education K12 certificate, a Standard Elementary Education 1-8 certificate, and a Substitute
certificate, all of which expire on April 20, 2020.
Belton was employed as a Special Education teacher at Trailside Point School in the
Laveen Elementary School District from 2013-2015. On April 1, 2015, Trailside
Principal Sarah Zembruski received allegations from staff that Belton had used
inappropriate physical force with students and was taking pictures of students and
posting them on social media websites.
The district immediately conducted an investigation and found that several witnesses
had observed Belton using inappropriate physical force towards students including:
yanking a student by the arm, twisting a student’s arm backwards, grabbing a student’s
shoulder and putting the student in a corner, slamming students into the wall, dragging
students to their desks, using non-Crisis Prevention Institute (CPI) holds on a student,
not sending students to the nurse after using restraints and the district also learned that
Belton screamed at and used profanity in the presence of students.
In addition, the investigation revealed that Belton had, in fact, taken pictures and videos
of students, including images of students crying and in distress, and sent them to district
staff members through social media websites.
On April 6, 2015, Belton sent an email to the district Human Resources Executive
Director requesting to immediately resign. On April 9, 2015, the district Governing
Board approved her request to resign.
Recommendation of the Professional Practices Advisory Committee (“PPAC”)
The PPAC, at its January 9, 2018 meeting, recommended, by a vote of 4 to 0, that the
State Board of Education revoke any and all certificates held by Laura Belton.
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Recommendation to the Board
That the State Board of Education accept the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Recommendation of the Professional Practices Advisory Committee to revoke any and
all of Laura Belton’s teaching certificates and that all states and territories be notified.

Contact Information:
Soyica White
Director of Special Projects
State Board of Education
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Presentation, discussion and possible action regarding Motion
for Rehearing filed by Rafael Danam, Case# C-2016-585.

Action/Discussion Item

Information Item

Background and Discussion
On October 23, 2017, the Board met to consider the recommended decision of the
Professional Practices Advisory Committee in the Matter of Rafael Danam, Case No. C2016-585. The Board then issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
revoking any and all teaching certificates held by Rafael Danam and that all states and
territories be so notified. See DANAM 0001-0021.
On January 4, 2018, Mr. Danam filed a written motion for rehearing. See DANAM
0022-0087. (The motion for rehearing identifies 17 exhibits [DANAM 0046], but exhibits
5, 6, 7, 8, 16, and 17 were not served with the motion.) On January 19, 2018, the State
of Arizona filed a written response to the motion. See DANAM 0088-0092.
On January 23, 2018, Mr. Danam filed exhibit 7. See DANAM 0093-0094. On January
30, 2018, Mr. Danam filed exhibit 8. See DANAM 0095-0098. Board rule R7-2-709
states that when a motion for rehearing is based upon affidavits, they must be served
with the motion.
Board Consideration
Board Rule R7-2-709 allows a party in a contested case who is aggrieved by a decision
rendered by the Board to file a written motion for rehearing specifying the particular
grounds therefore. A motion for rehearing may be amended at any time before it is
ruled upon by the Board. A response may be filed within 15 days after service of the
motion. The Board may require the filing of written briefs on the issues raised in the
motion or response and may provide for oral argument.
B.

A rehearing of a decision by the Board may be granted for any of the following
causes materially affecting the moving party’s rights:

1.

Irregularity in the administrative proceedings of the hearing body, or abuse of
discretion, whereby the moving party was deprived of a fair hearing.

2.

Misconduct of the hearing body or the prevailing party.

3.

Accident or surprise which could not have been prevented by ordinary prudence.
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4.

Newly discovered material evidence which could not with reasonable diligence
have been discovered and produced at the hearing.

5.

Excessive or insufficient penalties.

6.

Error in the admission or rejection of evidence or other errors of law occurring
at the administrative hearing.

7.

That the decision is not justified by the evidence or is contrary to the law.

The Board may affirm or modify its prior decision or grant a rehearing to all or any of the
parties, on all or part of the issues, for any of the reasons set forth in subsection B
above. An order granting a rehearing must specify with particularity the ground or
grounds on which the rehearing is granted, and the rehearing shall cover only those
matters so specified.
The Board may also, after giving the parties or their counsel notice and an opportunity
to be heard on the matter, grant a motion for rehearing for a reason not stated in the
motion. The order granting such a rehearing must specify the grounds therefor.
Board Options Include:
Option 1: The Board may affirm its decision and deny Rafael Danam’s motion for
rehearing by reason of his failure to establish any basis under Board rule R7-2-709(B)
to merit a rehearing in the matter.
Option 2: The Board may grant Rafael Danam’s motion for rehearing for the reason(s)
that [moving Board member must identify the causes(s) in R7-2-709(B) under which it
grants the motion] and grant a rehearing on [moving Board member must identify the
issue or issues for rehearing and must specify with particularity the ground or grounds
on which the rehearing is granted].
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